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ABSTRACT

Nuclear magnetic resonance is one of the most powerful techniques in

investigating the structure and dynamics of molecula¡ systems in many fields. In this

thesis solid state NMR is used to study problems in mineralogy.

The formal quantum mechanical theory of quadrupolar interactioru is

discussed in detail from first principles. Equations to calculate quadrupolar shifts of

all the transitions are derived. The principles and techniques of magic angle spinning

(MAS), double-rotation (DOR) and dynamic angle spiruring (DAS) NMR are

discussed and their advantages and limitations are compared.

MAS, DAS and DOR NMR are used to study the local atomic environments

in tugtupite, Nar[AlrBerSirOr, XCI,S)r. The structu¡e is found to be exceptionally well

ordered with only one Si, Al, Na and Be environment. The quadrupolar parameters

Co (quadrupolar coupling constant) and T (asymmetry parameter) of 23Na and 'Al
were obtained by a comparison of a computer simulation of the MÄS central

transition line-shape at two different fields with experimental results and the results

are ve¡ified in two ways.

2tAl DOR NMR spectra of the alumino-silicate polymorph minerals, þanite,

siliimanite and andalusite, show separately resolved peaks for the first time, relating

to the crystallographically non-equivalent sites. The isotropic chemical shifts are

calculated from the obsewed peak positions and they cor¡elate closely with those

found previously by simulation of MAS NMR spectra. The intensities of the four



non-equivalent sites in kyanite are found to have an exponential relationship with

their corresponding quadrupolar coupling constants (Co).

DOR NMR at 8.4 T, MAS NMR at both 8.4 T and 11.7 T are applied to

ãNa and 'Al nuclei to study cation orde ng in the scapolite mineral series.

Different ways of fitting peak to the spectra have been done to investigate the

possible explanations.

n
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CHAPTER ONE. INTRODUCTION TO
NUCTEAR MAGNETIC
RESONANCE IN SOTIDS

1.1. INTR.ODUCTION

About fifty years ago the phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

was discovered independently by F. Bloch and E. M. Purcell in the United States of

America.tr'rltl 21 Since then the NMR techniques have developed dramatically,

especially after the early 1970s when R. Ernst and W. A. A¡derson invented pulse

Fourier Transfo¡rn (FT) NtrlR.n ¡t Now NMR is one of the most powerful tools in

investigating the structure and dynarnics of molecular systems in chernistry, bio-

chemistry, physics, material sciences, medicine, pharmary, agriculture and mineralogy.

The objective of this study is to investigate the applicability of the newly

developed double-angle techniques of double rotation (DOR¡tt o and dynamic-angle

spinning (Da5¡rt st NMR for quadrupolar nuclei in alumino-silicate minerals.

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter one explains the general

theory of solid state NMR and the importance of the new techniques, DOR and

DAS, for quadrupolar nuclei in solids. In chapter two, a formal quantum mechanical

treatment of quadrupolar inte¡actions is discussed in detail, including the first- and



second-order perturbation expansion and formulae to calculate the quadrupolar shifts

in different strengths of the magnetic field. Chapter three contains the basic

principles of magic angle spinning (MAS), DOR and DAS NMR and some practical

experimental details.

In chapter four, a well-ordered mineral, tugtupite, is used to evaluate the

utility of MAS, DAS, DOR and variable temperature MAS. Quadrupolar parameters

are obtained through simulations of the MAS lineshape at two magnetic fields and

the problem of chemical shift distributions is discussed. Chapter five describes the

application of DOR NMR to'Al in the alumino-silicate polymorphs. The peaks due

to different 27Al environments are resolved for the first time and the isotropic

chemical shifts are calculated. In chapter six, AI/Si ordering in the scapolite mineral

series is examined using DOR and MAS and some new results are presented.

1.2. PRINCIPLES OF NUCLEAR M.A.GNETIC RESONANCE

Each element in the Periodic Table has at least one isotope which has a non-

zero nuclear spin and a concomitant magnetic moment. When such a nucleus is

placed in a magnetic field, Bn its magnetic moment rvill interact with the magnetic

field and attain a series of Zeeman energy levels. The Zeeman Hamiltonian of this

interaction islr'61

H2.".," = - ?hBJ, (1.1)

where 7 is the magnetogyric ratio of the nucleus, h is the Planck constant, 86 is the



strength of the static magnetic field. In the laboratory axis system (LAS) the z-axis

is vertical and the x- and y-axis are in the horizontal plane. Bo is along z-axis in I-AS

artd I, is the projection of the nuclear spin I along the z direction.

When the nucleus is in the magnetic field, the nuclear spin undergoes a

precession about 80. The precession frequency is called the l-armor frequency (o):

orr = ?Bo (1.2)

The I¿rmor frequency of each isotope of the nucleus is different and as the¡e

is rarely overlap between frequencies, it is possible for isotopes to be investigated

separately. The nuclear spin has a magnetic moment, F.

A pulse of radio-frequency radiation at the l-armor frequency is generated by

a small, time-dependent, magnetic field, 81, which lies along the x-axis in the I-AS.

'When this pulse is applied to the sample, the magnetic moment of the nuclear spin

tips with respect to Bo. The tip angle (d) is proportional to the strength and duration

(t) of B,;tt zt

g = TBrt (1.3)

If 0 is equal to 90", the magnetic moment is rotated to the y-axis.

After the r. f. pulse is turned off, the magnetic moment of the nuclear spin

dephases in the x-y plane (T, relaxation) and returns to the z-axis (T1 relaxation).

The precession of the magnetic moment during dephasing in the x-y plane is

reco¡ded as a function of the time to give a free induction decay (FID). The FID

is then Fourier-transformed from the time domain to the frequency domain to give

the NMR spectn¡m.



The major NMR interactions are Zeeman (H"), dipole-dipole interaction

(Hoo), chemical shift shielding (Ho), J-coupling (Hr) and quadrupolar interaction

(IIo¡," "
H-o=Hr+HDD+Hcs+Hr+Ha (1.6)

Hoo is the interaction between the dipoles of two nuclear spins. It depends on the

magnitude and orientation of their magnetic moments and also on the length and

orientation of the vector describing their relative positions. It is independent of the

applied magnetic field strength.tl tl

Ho is the screening of Bo at the nucleus by the surrounding electrons. It consists of

a scalar isotropic value and a traceless anisotropic tensor, which is called the

chemical shift anisotropy (CSA). The elements of the tensor depend on the

orientation of the electrical charge distribution around the nucleus. The magnitude

of Ho is proportional to the applied magnetic field strength.tr'8]

H, is the indirect coupling of two nuclear spins through the mediation of surrounding

electrons. This weak coupling is important in liquids and is usually too small to be

observed in solids. Like dipole-dipole interactions, it is also independent of the

applied magnetic field strength.trrl

Hq ooly exists for nuclei with spin > 1/2. It is due to the electrical interaction

between the non-spherical, symmetrical nuclear electric charge distribution and the

electric field gradient at the site of the nucleus. It is independent of the applied

magnetic field strength.tl sl

These interactions all depend on the local chemical environment of the



nucleus. NMR can be used to measure these interactions and gain information about

structure.

The chemical shift (ô) is the difference between two resonant frequencies,

measured in parts per miìlion þpm) of Bo with respect to a refe¡ence signal (r*).ttrl

õ = (v" - v¡.)fvp (1.4)

where z¡ is the I-armor frequency of the peak; r* is the I¿rmor frequency of the

reference. For'Al, the refe¡ence is AlCl in a 1 M aqueous solution; for tsNa, it is

NaCl in a 1 M aqueous solution; for 2eSi, it is tetramethylsilane (TMS). If all the

nuclei are completely relaxed, the areas under the peaks gives the relative

populations of the nucleus at each magnetic environment.

The detectable NMR signal intensity is proportional to the population

diffe¡ence (p) of two adjacent energy levels and at room temperature, it is given by

the equation:rr'ól

p a, pþn/kT (1.s)

where p is the difference in population density; ¡r, is the z-component of the nuclear

magnetic moment; k is the Boltzmann constant; T is the sample temperature in

degrees Kelvin.

Because of the small value fo¡ p, at room temperature, p"Bo is much smaller

than kT and NMR signal sensitivity is very low. For tH, which has the second largest

p of all isotopes, p"B¡fk'l is only about 10{ for a Bo of 1 T (Nucleus 3H has the

largest ¡r). Facto¡s affecting the NMR signal to noise ratio (S/N), include magnetic

field strength, sample temperature, and sample volume.



One way to solve the problem of low sensitivity is to increase the magnetic

field strength. NMR spectroscopists refer to magnetic field strengths by the I-armor

frequency of lH at that particular magnetic field strength. The largest stable

magnetic field is 750 MHz (or 17.6"f).

Another way is to collect and add a large number (N) of FID's before Fourier

transformation. As the signals are added in phase and the noise is not, the signal to

noise ratio can be improved by a facto¡ of Nli2.tr'?l ht pulsed Fourier Transfo¡m

NMR, one RF pulse can usually excite all the magnetic non-equivalent sites of

interest, but between each experiment one has to wait long enough (3 to 5 times T,)

to let the system fully relax and reattain equilibrium. Therefore, for a nucleus with

a slow relaxation, the total experimental time can be long.

13. SOLID STÄTE NMR

In liquids rapid random motion of molecules, such as B¡ownian motion,

averages anisotropic dipole-dipole, quadrupolar, chemical shift, and J-coupling

interactions. The resulting high resolution spectra yield isotropic chemical shifts and

scalar J-couplings.tr'71

In solids, the situation is different, as the atoms are located in a rigid

structure. If magnetic nuclei are adjacent, it will result in strong homonuclear and

heteronuclear dipole-dipole interactions (Hoo). These interactions are independent

of the crystal orientation and they cause rapid transverse relaxation (Tr) and thus



large homogeneous line broadening.

Chemical shift and quadrupolar inte¡actioru are orientation dependent.

Individual grains of powdered samples have ¡andom orientations and each

orientation corresponds to a peak. The ove¡all result of all possible orientations in

space causes the overlapping of the numerous peaks and thus substantial line

broadening.

In summary the anisotropies of chemical shift, dipole-dipole and quadrupolar

interactions cause broad peaks and low ¡esolution spectra of powder samples of

solids.

Often the peaks in solid state NMR spectra are broad and overlapped so that

they form featureless peak, which makes it difficult to tell the number of

magnetically non-equivalent sites.

The technique of magic angle spinning (MAS) can be used to average these

anisotropies and improve resolution.lr'e] A roto¡ containing the powdered sample is

spun around an axis at 54.7" with respect to Bo. If the sample spinning speed is

much larger than the static peak linewidths, dipole-dipole interactions, the

anisotropies of Ho and first-orde¡ [Io can be totally ave¡aged to zero;tr.ct ¡¡ 1¡.

spinning speed is less than the width of the anisotropies, the spinrring will modulate

the anisotropies and give spinning side bands. At present the maximum spinning

speed is about 20 kHz. For most spin-l/2 nuclei this speed is fast enough to aveÍage

Hoo and Ho and result in high resolution spectrq but for some nuclei, such as rH,

the homonuclear dipole-dipole interactions are so large that peak linewidths in static



NMR are about 50 kHz. Even high speed MÄS is not efficient to average them and

numerous spinning side bands are p¡esent.tr'61

A pulse sequence, called WAHUI{.4tr'r0l will flip the nuclear spins very

quickly in spin space to average homonuclear dipole-dipole anisotropies. The pulse

sequence is made up of numerous 90o pulse with a phase shift between thern. One

data point is acquired at the end of each cycle of the pulse sequence. Both the pulse

length and the delay between the pulses are so short that the result of this is to make

the nuclear spins rotate quickly around the axis of 54.7'with respect to Bo. Strong

dipole-dipole interactions can be efficiently averaged. The combination of this

technique with MAS can achieve high resolution NMR spectra even with large

dipole-dipole interactions.tr'r rl

In an NMR spectrum of a powder there are usually several peaks. Each peak

represents a non-equivalent local magnetic environrnent. The linewidth shows the

size of dipole-dipole interactions if there is no othe¡ ¡eason for broadening.tr'61

The lineshape of a peak is due to the powder pattem of CSA and anisotropy

of quadrupolar interaction. The lineshapes are sensitive to the parameters of CSA

and quadrupolar interaction. If a set of these parameters is selected and the

orientation of a single crystal is known, the nuclear ¡esonance frequency of the peak

can be calculated. A powdered sample is made of many small crystals oriented at

random. The powder pattem with a certain lineshape can be calculated if the

parameters of CSA" quadrupolar inte¡action and the Euler angles, which are used to

t¡ansform the principal axis systems between them, are known. Comparison of the



calculated lineshape with the NMR spectrum can verify if the parameters are coffect.

1.4. SOLID STATE NMR OF QUADRI]POLAR NUCLEI

For nuclei with spin > 1/2 in solids the main broadening mechanisms are the

first- and second-order anisotropies of quadrupolar interactions as these are usually

much lârger than other interactions, except the Zeemart interaction.

The quadrupolar interaction can cause very efficient relaxation and usually

this is the dominant mechanism fo¡ ¡elaxation for spin > 1/2 nuclei in solids.lr'81 The

short relaxation times can b¡oaden the NMR peaks. As quadrupolar interactions are

o¡ientation dependent, the random o¡ientation of grains of powdered samples cause

multiple overlapping peaks, giving broad lines.

Pulse sequences, such as WAHUHA and MREV-8, and MAS are not efficient

in averaging quadrupolar anisotropies and not practical, as the very short ¡elaxation

time of quadrupolar nuclei does not allow time for the multiple pulses before the

signal decays. MAS can only average the first order quadrupolar interactions.tr '1111 51

For quadrupolar nuclei, such as 23Na, 
'Æ,t'O,11B, the quadrupolar interactions are

usually so large that second-order perturbations, which remain under MAS, cause the

overlapping broad peaks.

Recently two kinds of double angle techniques, double-rotation (DOR) and

dynamic-angle spinning (DAS), have been invented to solve this problem.ß altr's] 'Iley

can both average the second-order quadrupolar interaction anisotropies of non-



integer quadrupolar nuclei. They can also average dipole-dipole interactions and

CSAs. This $eatly improves the resolution of the spectra of quadrupolar nuclei.

10
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CTIAPTER TWO THEORY OF

QUADRUPOLAR. INTERACTTOI\S

In chapter one the classical pictures and general principles of NMR are

introduced. This classical description (nuclear spin precession) is only useful for

describing the NMR phenomena of non-coupled spin-half systems. For quadrupolar

nuclei, quantum mechanics is needed to explain the observed behaviour. Therefore,

a formal quantum mechanical treatment of quadrupolar nuclei is discussed in detail.

2. 1. QUÀDRI]POI,AR HAMILTONIÀN

Quadrupolar nuclei have non-symmetrical nuclear charge distributions in

space, If the surrounding electronic potential is not homogeneous, there will be an

electric field gradient at the centre of the nucleus. This will cause quadrupolar

inte¡actions to occur. The interaction energy, E, of a nuclear charge with an external

Iocal electric field potential, V(x,y,z), is:P tì

E = f e(x,t,òv(xtt)dr (2.1)

where p(x,y,z) is the charge distribution density of the nucleus and d¡ is the volume

element and equals dxdydz. The integral is over all space.

If the potential, Y(x,y,z), is erpanded about the origin in terms of spatial

13



variables and substituted in equation (2.1),

E=EíoD+E(l)+EQ)+,.,
= v@) ! cdt * l¿"v,<o)r"oa" - |l}",rv"u(o)xoxrpdr 

* . . . (2'2)

where xo or x, (4, ß = 1, 2,3) stands for x, y, z and

v"@) = W6^ v.Þ(o) = ffi;*n (2.3)

E(Ð in equation (2.2) is the electrostatic energy of the nucleus taken as a point

charge, which is a constant. E(r) is the electric dipole term. As all the nuclei have

definite even parity (or inversion symmetry),P 11 p(x,¡z) is equal to p(-x,-y,-z). In the

same term, V"(0) is a constant and x. has odd parity; therefore, the integral over the

whole space of this term is ze¡o. Ee) in equation (2.2) is the electrical quadrupolar

term (eQ: nuclear quadrupolar moment).

Conventionally, the quantity, eQ"¿, is defined as:

eq,, = ! çx"x, - õ,rr2)p(x¡4)dt (2.4)

When a equals B, ô, is 1; otherwise, it is zero. Rearranging the expression in terms

of Qø's, gives:

I x,xu o@,tt)& = lVO"u 
+ [ õ,urz p(x¡,2.)dcl

Substituting the above term into Eo) in equation (2.2), gives:

(2.s)
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"o' 
= 

åD",u t%Þ(0ÞQ"p * v,r(o)õ,u[r2p6,va)dtl . (2.6)

There are two coo¡dinate systems used to describe the quadrupolar

interactions: the laboratory axis system (I-AS) and the principal axis system (PAS).

Generally, they do not coincide.P 2l In the LAS, the z-axis is along the direction of

the applied static magnetic field 86. The PAS is chosen so that V* is diagonal: V*

=ôø'V*. As there is no electronic charge at the nucleus, according to I-aplace's

equation,P 3l V* is traceless:

VV(x,w) = o \"V""(xla) = 0 . (2.7)

In equation (2.6), the term I 12p(x,y,z)dr for the nucleus is a constant. Using

equation (2.7), this term becomes zero. The higher order terms, such as EG), are

much smaller than E€) in equation (2.6) and are not considered here. Thus, the first

term in equation (2.6) is the only non-zero component of the quadrupolar coupling.

To obtain the quantum mechanical expression (Ho) for the quadrupolar

coupling, the classical coordinates, x,y,z, ar'd the distance, r, are substituted by their

quantum mechanical operators although their forms remain the same:

,o = |E",uv"erefl)

"Of{' = "Er {3t,,fu, - õ 
"ørb

(2.8)

(2.e)

The superscrþt (op) in equation (2.8) and (2.9) may be used to represent the

quantum mechanical erpression. The summation is ove¡ the protons (k) in the
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nucleus, each 'flith a charge, e.

To begin a quantum mechanical treatment, the first step is to select an

eigenstate for Ho. Here we choose llmf> so that Hollmf> =E.llmf>. 'I'is the

total spin angular momentum of the nucleus; 'm' is the eigenvalue of the z-

component of the total spin angular moment, an integer between -I and +I; f is a

set of other quantum numbers which do not affect the nuclea¡ spin; E is the

corresponding eigenvalue of Ho. Appllng the extension of Wigner-Eckart theorem

to Qa(*\ gives:lz ¿l

<tn(þEt(3xox, - ô"dhllnO = 1tmç¡elJs !Iî1" - 6"ur2)lrn)d2.r0)

where C is a constant for all values of m, n, ø and B. In order to calculate C, set m

= n = I and o = ß = z, arrd define eQ, the quadrupolar moment:

eQ =@lelr<sz? - rblilö
=c7rcpt - PlnÇ)
=cIQr - t)

From equation (2.11), (2.10) and (2.9), gives:

(2.1r)

(2.12)

(2.r3)

11 - eQ

r(2r - 1)

Ha = --:9-¡",u v"rtleJu + r.r") - 6 
"þrI.

In the PAS, by using the traceless and diagonal properties of V* and substituting 12

= l*2 + Ir' + I,2 into equation (2.13):
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Hq = Ar#-,¡v,1tr! - 12¡ + 1vo - v;øî - rî1. e.1.4)

According to convention, the axes of the PAS are chosen to satis$/:t2 51

v_>v*>vyy.

Another two symbols, q, the field gradient, and r7, the asymmetry parameter, are

defined as:

c,=Y-/e T=(V*-Yì/Y-. (2,r5)

4 has a positive value between 0 and 1. Finally, the effective quadrupolar

Hamiltonian in the PAS is:

,, = #\rar: - P) *,te: - rþt. (2.1.6)

2.2. FIRST.ORDER PERTLIRBATION E)GANSION OF QUÀDRUPOLAR

INTERACTIONS IN Ä STATIC MÄGNETIC FIELD

22.1. Quailrupolar Hamiltonian in the LAS as Spherical Tensor

An alternative way of expressing the Hamiltonian is to use the Cartesian

tensor. It can be shown that Ho in equation (2..16) is the same as:

L7



(2.17)

q is the electric field gradient. It satisfies: WV = eq and is a second-order tensor;

l is a first-rank tensor (a vector). In the PAS, q is traceless and diagonal:

q_ + qy} + q- =0 and q* = 6*.Y"..

It is possible to transform IIo from PAS to I-AS using the spherical tensor

form of Ho. The general formula for transforming the above quantity I.q.I to a

spherical tensor is:P 6l

r.q.I = l^r, lu ç t)M c(tt Linm t u¡qfi, t aø 7 a^5 (2.18)

where quo and I(') are the second- and first-rank spherical tensols, respectively.

C(lll-;rnm'M) are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, non-zero condition when

m+m'=M. The relationships between the first-, second-rank spherical tensors and

thei¡ Cartesian representations are as follows:

H^ = "'Q to.t.v 2I(21 - t) '

ro) = -+r. = -l1,*irS ¡r-rr = 4r- = {<t-rr"l to) = r,
^E 

- l2'' ' ,12 fi" '

e[q,= 
rtø 

; e,*<.) øá') 

"= 
]Ke r-ø) q[\\ = * tdør- e o*;<ø u- q )] 

(2.1s

oá" = 

fttze.- 
ø -- ø S ø,Ql = * ltø *+ 4 ut i (q 

n+ 
q S7 o.9) = ttø * - e o', <0,. o ìi

In the PAS, using the definitíon: n- = q and 4 = (q* - A)/q* we have:
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(2.20)

It can be seen that eo(o), qo(t) and q¡,(1) are all zero. Thus, in equation (2.18), we can

setL = 2. In C(lll-;mm'M) there are only two independent parameters, m and m'.

Defining a new tenn: c(m,m') = y'6.C(11l;rnm'M), give5;161

c(m¡n) = (2.21)

m, m' = -1, 0, 1.

By substituting the above into equation (2.18) and noticing that c(m,m') = sCm,-m'),

we have:

ø[" = fø cYl = o og =1.

I'c'I=+ Ð
,/6 r¡'=-t

_1 +
-/¿t/6 -n-^'=t

_1å- ß^k,

ç l)@ r^5 c(m,m ) ø!l^y^t 7 a^l

( l¡t- a -n 5 

" 
r- *, - n \ q:) 

-n I 
@ I @,

G |¡t - ^ 
- 
^ 

5, 1^,^ ) øll _ 

^ 
t r^t t <" I

The quadrupola¡ interaction Hamiltonian in the PAS is:

, 
" 

= #^_É_,, - rr-'-'' c(m¡n \ q!l-^¡ <^> ¡ r^5 (2.22)

Consider the Cartesian form ofthe scala¡ terml'q'Iin equation (2.17). In the

LAS (x',y',2'), it retains the same form: I'.qt'¡,'tzrl q'is still traceless but no longer

diagonal and vecto¡ I' is: (I*,,Ir,,I,,). Using the same procedure as equation (2.17)

+ (m + m )'lll2 - (tn + m

(1 +rz)l(1 -m)l(l +n\l(L -m't
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to (2,22), we can transform the Cartesian expression, I''q''I', to its corresponding

spherical tensor form. The spherical tensor form of Ho in the I-AS is the same as

that in equation (2.22).

(2.23)

The t¡ansfo¡mation from the LAS (x',y',2') to the PAS (ay,z) is a consecutive

rotation 0o = O(ao,Éç?q) where ao, ßq,,yc are the rotational Eule¡ angles (Fig. 2. i).

The D-matrix is used to transform the spherical tensor from the PAS to the I-AS.

One important property of the D-matrix is as follows:P 6l

D,,"(')'(f¡) = G1).Ð',,,(L)(0) . (2.24)

Here we \{ant to represent q',e) in terms of q,€) and the D-matrix. Using the

property of spherical tensors under rotation, noticing qoe) = q-o@) and the non-zero

condition for q"@)is that n is even number, we have:

, 
" 

= #,-,Ë-,, 
- r, -'-'' clm,m ) q K!! 

-^¡ 
Kn) ¡ r^5

2

elÐof_)_*rc¿="Ð,_t1"."." qfn!l^.^ß,1 
Q.zs)t

1- 1¡ . 
^' q 9) o Q]_, ( o r) = f, ( - t)^ - 

^' q :2) D 3. 
^ 
la s)

Substituting the above into equation (2.23), the quadrupolar Hamiltonian in the I-AS

can be expressed as:

H= c2Q +'" J-6zt(zt-D .fr-,

a

E
n- -2

,1*n\ø!,Ð Dfl.nlQ)I^ùIt<^5. (2'26)

In orde¡ to simplify the notations, we use the quantities without the prime to

2

=t
¡=-2

=E
¡=-2
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denote the components of the spherical tensor in the LAS. Equation (2.26) is further

simplified and made useful for applications by defining the dimensionless quantities:

if n=0
if n=*l
if n=Ð

(2.27)

and the quadrupolar angular frequenry

,., = 3e2qelh e.2B)*ø - 
l¡12¡-1'¡'

Finaily, the quadrupolar interaction Hamiltonian in the I-AS as spherical tenso¡ form

is as follows:

c:Ð c:' l
Q,=- ^ =-=- = v

str' ,/612q ilß

Íto
H- = q

rt6
l2

^P, P=, 
c (n m \ q 

^o l:). ^ 
tQ )IQr\ 

("t 5 (2.2e)

2,2,2, T\e First.order Perturbation Expansion

For modern FT-NMR the static magnetic field is very strong and the Zeeman

energy is usually much larger than quadrupolar interactions. Nuclear quadrupolar

interactions can be treated as perturbations of the Zeeman energy. In other words

the nuclear spins are still quantized along Bo or the z direction of the laboratory

frame and the eigenstates for the new Hamiltoniar¡ including quadrupolar

interactions, are the same as those for the Zeernan interactions. Although this

approximation does not hold when the quadrupolar interactions are of the same

21,



magnitude as the Zeeman energy, in the following discussion the approximation is

assumed to be valid.

For the first-order expansion there are only diagonal terms and m+ m' is

always zero. Using equation (2.20) and equation (2.21),we find c(0,0) = c(1,-1) =

cC1,1) = l and

t

Ð c(m¡nt)<MlI@)J@')lM>
m,nt=-l,m+mt-O

=c(0,0) < M lI !,1u > - !cç,-t¡ < M 
I 
I rI -lM > - )c(t,r) < M lI,I -lM >

=zu' - |e e . t) -M (M + D - 
:Q Q + r) - M (M - r))

=3M2 - I(I ,1)

(2.30)

where lM> is the eigenstate of {I2 & I"}.

I*IM, = ,/ÌQif;@lu*t>. Q'31)

According to perturbation theory, the first-order quadrupolar energy level shifts are

given by the matrix element of the quadrupolar interaction Hq between their

eigenstates:

E#) = <MlHqlM>

=\ Ë åc1n,m\q,ofl6)<M1@r6tlæ, p.tz¡6 n¡t=-1¡¿*¡t4 n=-2

= !rr"-w;tis,D::¿e,)
The ¡esonance energies of t¡ansitions between adjacent levels in the spin manifold

(remember that M=I is the lowest Zeeman state) are shifted by the amounts:
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Notice:P ól

,$?u o r, =f3, 
" 

n2 p 
oe' 

i2r, 
aÍ,'nt n ¿ = -þ n2 þ re "i 

t, 
oo@,J{ o 

o) = {a cos, g 
o 
- t¡ ¡ z

o6<t)1M -r - M) = -(M - Uz)h ot qi e 
^ofl1n,;¡n= -2

= - (M - U 2) h 6 qt$ fogrt orl * are,j{ orl) * oJlt nn)J
l6

oE*\=E**W#

Eu(o = - Mi cor

23

(2.33)

(2.36)

(2.34)

Substituting the above into equation (2.33), gives:

osttt 1M - r - Iû = - 
|<u 

- )n "o [(3cos2 po - t¡ + 11 sinz p rc ose,¡ o¡. (2.35)

lf M=l/z in the above equation, we find that 
^E$ 

(-1/Z-I /Z) becomes zero.

Therefore, the t¡ansition from -1,/2 - 1/2 1s not affected by the first-order

quadrupolar interactions and the central traruition of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei

has a much narrower linewidth than those of the other transitions.

2.3 SECOND-ORDER QUADRUPOLAR INTERACIION E)pANSION

According to the second-order perturbation theory, the second-order

quadrupolar inte¡action is:t231



where or is the I¿rmor frequenry of the nucleus in radiant. For n I M, the only

non-zero te¡ms of < M I Ho In > are:

<MlHqlM-2> <MlHqlM-1> <MlHqlM+1> <MlHolM+2>.

Now we can define four facto¡s Cr, Ç, Q and Ca as follows:

C, = | <MlIclr¡ctrlM+2> f = G/4)'U(I+1) - (M+2XM+1)jtr(r+1) - (M+ l)Ml

q = l<Mlr(+r)r(+')lM-2> l, = (1/4).tr(r+1) - (M-2XM-1)ltr(r+1) - (M-1)Ml

Cà = | <M 
I lc')¡tora Jtorlclr I M+ 1 > l, = (1/2).U(I+ 1) - (M+ 1)MI(2M+ 1F

Cn = lcMlI(*')I(0)+I(0)I(+ÐlM-l> l, = e/2).tI(t+I) - (M-1)MI(2M-1F.

Also: c(1,1)=c(-1,-1)= y'6 c(1,0)=c([,[)=c(1,0)=c(0,-1)= y'3, we have:

From equation (2.29) it can be seen that:

l<M I 
H rlM +2> 

12 = 

",(+), | !, c{ - r, - r¡q" o f)r@ ¿ l"

=",92-Í-pçt,-t)f lE^q^;:!r@¿1,=c,92-,f -ll,ø^ollL@o>,,(2'st)

similarly,

l< M 
I 
H qlM -2> 12 = c "ry lE 

^ 
q 

^ 

D:ì@ ) 12

l<u lH rlM + t> 12 = c rry lE 
^ 
q, Dl!t@ r, l,

l<Mllqlr-t>12 =",+tr;^q^D:l@q)12. 
(2'38)

By defining two other coefficients, A and B, in the following, using equation (2.24),

it can be proved that:



Therefore, the angular-dependent part of <MlHnlM+2> is the same as that of

<MlHqlM-2>. The same is true fo¡ B:

,{ = lE" q^of)r{a¿:z

=E *, Q 
^4 

n, D!!r( o')D"%(n J
=E 

^¡ 
e,ø ¡ D9) )@ ) D Y:, p@ q)

Making the change n- -n and n'- -n'and noticing that q, = q_,, q",

equation is simplified to:

A = En, q,q 
^,o!1)' 

{a )of)ía o)
,,

= lE c,D3t@q)12
,l=-2

¡ = lE" q^nf!,<a¿l2

= 11,ø^ofNaollz

From the definitions of C,, Q, Q and Ca, it is found that:

C' - Ç= M[2lvf +1-2I(I+1)] q - c.= M[4I(I+l)-8M'z-i] ;

(2.39)

= q_",, the above

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

(2.43)

The summations of n and n' in the above equations (2.39), (2.40) arrd (2.41) are all -

2,0,2. Thus, from equation (2.36):

ouet _ l< M 
I 
H 

rl M -2> 12 * l<M lE qlM - l> 12 * l< M lH olM 
+ t> 12 * l< M 

I 
H 

ol 
M +2> 

12- nf) -pÍlt-, nfl -øf!, nÍlD -n11,,, pÍ|D -nfl,
= #,rß* l* olM 

+2> 
12 - l<M lH qlM -2> l\ +-]-Q<M lH olM 

+t> 
12 - l.u ln olu - t,

_ I ha)z
2h;,iG'A-c4*cP-c¿B)



therefore, substituting the above into equation (2.42), gives:

onç> = 
hr2.fu 

r(2M2 +1-21(I+I)þ + (4r(r+l) -BMz -1)Bl. Q.44)^ 72a,

Changing, M * (M - 1), gives:

on#!, = ff ur* - t)2 + t - 2r(r + t)þ + (4r(r + t) - 8(M - Ð2 - t) Bt.

^E?@-r-M)=úfilr-aafi),2n¡\- -' -- 
q 

IG6M2 + 6M - 3 +21(I +l)þ + (24M2 -24M + 9 - 4I(I +l))Bl
l2cor-.

Considering the special case of the central transition (-l/2 - 1/2),M = l/Z:

(2.4s)

(2.46)
^uf'cl- i) = #,rrrn .r, - |v - e -  r(r+t))B)

nfJt- a
= d;t(r+l) -;tØ-28)

Using the known expression for the D-matrix,t2 6i

o,9) r<a o> )O 
* c o s þ o¡2 

e 
P n,'2t à o,9),r1a 

r) = *j t r * c^ Þ ¿s;n F n 
e 

qo,'2 r,\

Dtr)@)=fi,r,ouF. "". Dfl(oJ = -ft¡,,ru, *. (2.47)

the quantity (A - 2B) is:
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A - 28 = rr(vo)(cosB)4, FzQ)(Cosþ)2 + Fr(,to) (2.48)

i?r(r/ = ! - !c^<zro) * {Goset))2
F2Q) = -T . + + 2r1cosQ"¡,) - 3t-ços12t))z

FlyJ = å + * I"^pr) * 1t1cos1z"¡))2

It is interesting to notice that angle cun is not present in either equation (2.48)

or (2.35) though the Euler angle set (ø0, 0e ?n) is used to perform the transfo¡mation

from the PAS to the I-AS. The orientation of the PAS z-axis in the I-AS can

therefore be described by two polar angles, p. and 70. The energy of quadrupolar

interaction is quantized along the z-axis in the PAS. Therefore the quadrupolar

perturbation is only determined by the orientation of the z-axis of the PAS or the two

angular paramete¡ 0n and 70, independent of oo.

Unde¡ an isotropic, dynamical averaged system, such as in a liquid, we have

to integate ßnand yn over ali space. That is:

whe¡e

,2
ønlòal-)>,= 

frrx,.t>

{Jsing the results:

lt I I í' I J ø -2l)sinp odp odr o. Q'4s¡

12"cos(2y¿d^¡, = 0 fi-{cos(zt¿zdt, = tc

glves:



[]tcosl ¿1 sing oag o [(cosg¡2stngoago
(2.s0)

| ¡2x ¡t'
¿nJo lo'Ø - 2B)sinprdprd^¡, = -*at . {,' Q'st)

Therefo¡e the isotropic second-order shift of central transition of quadrupolar

nucleus is:

2

3

,,

5

Generally, we have to find the expressions of A and B, and use equation

(2.50) to calculate the isotropic second-rank shift fo¡ non-central transitions. From

the known result of second-order D-matrix, we have:

^ _r"øPr-j-jll._ ,|"a- h\ -- .ü(r+1)-Jrtt.{l

e = je -en' - 541cos2^¡ r+ 77 t12 1cos2y )27(cos p 
r)1

* -l-¡-9 * loqr* 24yCos2^¡ 
o-17r12(cos2^¡ o)z1(cosB o)2

* L¡9-Br1r r64cosy 
o+lJy1z1ç6r\ q)2J -2rtcos2^( qc*g,(sing ,)2

r=-|te*nt-nt (cos2^t q)2j(cosþn)' * lp*n2-zn2(cos2| )2\(cosp q)2

* {1Cos1r¡, - ¡ Cos2"¡ oCosp o(Sinþ )26

Using the same integral as mentioned above, we have:

(2.s2)

(2.s3)
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.,t,o= 
[2" |^æinpqdpqd\ q=+(++) <a,o= [2' l'østnl qdg edr a=+0++).

(2.s4)

Thus, the isotropic second-o¡der quadrupolar shift for all single quantum transitions

are:

According to convention, a parameter Cq, called the quadrupolar coupling

constant, is defined as:

Co = (e,qQ)/h.

Since h = 2r.h, it is possible to substitute Co into equation (2.28),

6tcC^

"o = u<zËi.

Using co, = 2,rv, and substituting the above into equation (2.55):

(2.s6)

(2.s7)

, _ oølÐ{u-l-tÐ
"" - --O;-

= 4u * {lou' -ou+3 -r(1+ 1)l

a * = -Jc'o- e * Í)Igu, -gM + 3 - r(r+r)-J
4ÙI"QI-l)'vi 5

where ô¡¡ is in parts per million þpm) and Co and z¡ are in MHz. This is the usual

formula for quadrupolar interactions quoted in the lite¡ature.P 5)

(2.ss)

(2.s8)
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CHAPTER. TTIREE" PRIhTCIFLES AND

TECHNIQUES OF MAS, DOR AND

DAS

The main factors causing line-broadening in solid state NMR spectra are

dipole-dipole interaction (Hoo), chemical shift anisotropy (Ho) and quadrupolar

interaction (Ho). To improve the spectral resolution these must be averaged to

anisotropic values. Fast Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) can average H¡¡, [I.. and Ho

to the first-order. Double rotation (DOR) and Dynamic Angle Spinning (DAS) can

average Hoo and Hcs to the first-order and Ho to the second-o¡der. Therefore, we

can obtain high-resolution NMR spectra for nuclei with large quadrupolar

interactions by using DOR and DAS.

3.1,, MAGIC ANGLE SPINNING (MAS)

3. 1. L, Theory

The dipole-dipole interaction between two nuclei is:F rl
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,, = ":{" ,n+B+c+D+E+Ð

where

A = I.Iblr-3(ca€r2)21 n = |U¿r-trl2)U-3(cosaÐ21
c = -|uiL. It/;)sínø,"coso,,e-¡6,, o = -|u;L. r¿r)sinlrrcosôrre-b,,

n = -lq6qsin0,r¡2e-a4o r = -1i6<s¡nerr)2e*aöo.4'".1¿.4-'-

Ilere r,, is the distance between spin 1 and 2; 0 and { are the polar angles of the

radius vector r' with respect to x, y and z (Fig. 3. 1); 71 and 72 are the magnetogyric

¡atios of nuclei 1 and 2.

When conside¡ing the first-order perturbation of Hoo with respect to Hr, only

the secular terms, A and B, in equation (3.1) are important. Thus,

,, = # irl - 3(coso)2t( 3rùrk-ry).

(3.1)

(3.2)

Now to conside¡ the effect of sample rotation on first-order dipolar splitting;

the relative orientations of Bo , r' and the fixed axis of rotation R, are shown in

Figure 3. 2, where the angle between R and Bo is d ; the rotor rotational angle is

ó'rr(t). The angle is time-dependent and equal to o,t, where co, is the rotor spinrring

speed in radia¡s. It can be proved that:F 2l

Cos8,, = Cos9tnâosÛ + Stnol2sin0stn((,).Ð.

Substitution of equation (3.3) into (1. - 3Cos20,r), gives:
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Fig. 3. 1. Relatioruhip between rectangular coordi¡ates tç y, z anð the polar

coordinates 4 0, þ (cnpy from rel [3. 1]).

Fi1.3.2. The ¡elative orientations of rr2 , B0 and the rotatioral axis R.

(copy from ref. [3. 1])



| - 3(cosg n)2 = 
|t3(coso)'z 

- 1lt3( cosôt n)2 -tl - f,sirzos 
inzo, rrcos(a,t) . ^ .,

-j{sinoF{siro', z)2cas(2.r:ù. 
(3'4)

The chemical shift interaction is a second-order tensor, like the quadrupolar

interaction. It has its own principle axis system (PAS), in which the chemical shift

interaction is diagonal. One third of the trace of the chemical shift tensor is defined

as the isotropic chemical shift, o¡. In the PAS, the anisotropic chemical shift (CSA)

has three components which are along the x, y and z axes. After subtracting ø¡" ftom

each of the three components, the remaining part can be defined âs o¡, õ22 ?Ítd o3s

which satisfy:

oú + ozz + d33 = 0 (3.5)

According to convention, the PAS is selected as: r33 > o¡ 2 Ú22, Two parameters

are defined to represent the chemical shift anisotropic tensor, 4, and 4.":

úu = útt n* = (on - ozz) /s* (3.6)

whe¡e 0 S 4", -1.
The transformation f¡om the PAS to the laboratory axis system (LAS) is

through a set of Euler angles (o, ß, .y), which are the same angles used for the

t¡ansformation of quadrupolar inte¡action in chapter Two. Because the chemical

shift interaction is very small compared to the Zeeman energy, first-order

perturbation can be used to represent the corresponding Hamiltonian, H",. The fi¡st-

order perfurbation of the chemical shift interaction is:
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To consider the effect of sample spinning, we use the same notation of fixed-

axis-rotation as that in dipole-dipole interaction, where 0 is the angle between R and

Bo and {(t), the sample rotational angle is co,. According to the transformation

theory of spherical tensors, it can be proved that:t3 rl

Hu = \BJ"oo

au= o*+!aut3(cos9f - I + r1o(,sinp)2cos2yl.

o a = o ¡s+ Co+ CrCoso.ú + SrSízrrl rt + C2cos26t tt + SrSin2a rt

c o = !ß <coso)2 - ll t3(cos p )2 - I + r¡ 
",(Sin 

p)2Cos2yl.

(J./'

(3.8)

(3.e)

where C,, Q, S1 and 52 are expressions containing a, B, y and 0.13 
t|

When the sample is spinning around R, equation (3.4) can be averaged over

the rotational period (Zr/u,). If the rotor spinning speed, co,, is much larger than

the dipolar splitting linewidth, only the fìrst, time-independent term on the right side

of equation (3.4) and (3.9), remains; the other terms in the two equations vanish.

Therefore,

HIi' = 
irsqorof 

-\r':! 
+13(cosyò2 

-rt(3rjra-1t1) (3.10)

H'! = "¡ Bol,lo * * !ççosO¡2 - t)(3(Cos gf - 1 + ¡*(Sin p)2Cos2y)1. (3. 1 1)

F¡om the above equations it can be seen that the width of the central line is reduced

by a factor of (1,/2)(3Cos'10 - 1). If d is set to 54.7', then (3Cosr, - 1) is equal to
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zero; the dipole-dipole interaction is removed and CSA is averaged to an isotropic

value.

If the sample spinning speed is smaller than, or equal to, the dipolar splitting

and the CSA linewidth, the time-dependent terms over the rotational period in

equation (3.4) and C,, Q, S,, S, in equation (3.8) do not average to zero. The

contribution of these terms will give rise to spinning side bands; the frequency

difference between them and the centre peak will be equal to the sample spiruring

speed, c,r..

For the first-o¡der quadrupolar perturbation, equation 2.35 can be compared

with equation 3.7 as the angular dependent parts are the same. Thus, when the

effect of fixed-axis-rotation is considered and the line'¡¡idth caused by the first-order

quadrupolar interactions rvill be reduced by the factor (1/2)(3Cosr0 - 1). Fast MAS

can average the first-order anisotropies of quadrupolar interactions. For the central

transition of half-integer nuclei, the first-order quadrupolar perturbation, l.Eo) -uz-u.,

is zero.

3. 1. 2. Instrumentation

The MAS probe used in this study is a high speed probe made by Doty

Scientific Ltd. There are two air lines, one providing bearing air pressure and the

other driving air pressure. The rotor is 5 mm in diameter, made of either silicon

nitride or zirconia. When both the bearing and the driving air pressure approaches

40 psi, the rotor spinning speed reaches approximately 14 WIz, The ¡oto¡ spinning
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stabiüty is about 20 Hz at 10 kHz. To disc¡iminate between central bands and

spinning side bands, the samples can be spun at different speeds. The cent¡al bands

wili remain in the same position while the spinning side bands will move.

The bearing air pressure is turned on at 0.5 bar to start the spinning, then turn

on the drive air is slowly turned on. If the rotor does not spin well, the sample may

be repacked. Sometimes lowering the bearing pressure will the sample to spin. AJso

cleaning the air lines of the probe with some alcohol may start the sample spinning.

3.2, DOUBLE ANGLE ROTATION (DOR)

3.2. 1. Theory

For half-integer quadrupolar nuclei, the central transition (-l/2., 1/2), which

is not affected by first-order quadrupolar interactions, is detected. However, often

the quadrupolar interactions are so strong that second-o¡der quadrupolar effects for

the central transition must be taken into account. Samoson et al. have shown that

MAS methods can not average completely the line broadening caused by anisotropies

of the second-order quadrupol¿¡ i¡1s¡¿s1i6ns.13 aJIi 5l

The effect of fixed-axis-rotation on second-o¡der quadrupolar interaction of

the central transition can be found, using the method described in the previous

section. The fixed axis R is inclined at an angle d to the external field Bo; the

rotational angle is ó(t) = <¡,t. Equation (2.46) can be expressed as:13 
ó1

o,, = of rn{coæ) * of¡)pr(coto) (3.13)
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,,

u?pup = n [')t¿ E aijcôs7íP )cos2i't ) + B(<ù,t) + c(Za þ
ij=o

where A=( Co 
¡z4l(I+l)-3'21(2t-l)' 32v,

(3.12)

In equation (3.12), z¡"@) is the second-order quadrupolar shift; r, is the l-armor

frequency; B(r,r,t) and C(2o,1) are the time-dependent terms, which onJy contribute

to spiruring side bands under fast sample spinning. The term, Cq, is the quadrupolar

coupling constant.

In equation (3.13), a¡e) and au(a) are constants containing the asymmetry

parameter, 4; they are listed in Table 3. 1. The terms, Pr(Cosd) and Pa(Cosd), are

the second and fourth Lægendre poþomials:

Pr(cosil) = 
lnQoso¡'z 

-11 Po(coso) = f tastcoroy - 30(cos0)2 +Jlþ.1.4)

The time-independent term in equation (3.12) determines the line width of

the central transition under fixed-axis-rotation. The dependence of the frequency on

Pa(Cos0) in equation (3.14) gives a broadened spectrum after averaging over Bn and

?r. In fact, no single angle may be chosen so that both P2(Cosd) and Po(Cos0) are

simultaneously zero. Consequently, MAS (where d = 54.74", the root of Pr(Cos0))

will not completely narrow the line broadening of quadrupola¡ interaction to the

second order. One solution is to rotate the sample around two angles simultaneously

so that the angles are roots of Pr(Cos0) = 0 and Po(Cosp) = 0. This is the principle

of double rotation.

From Pr(coso) = 0, we have: 0 = 54,74', the magìc angle.
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From Po(Cos0) = 0, we have:

35(cosû)a - 30(Cosû)2 + 3 = 0

(Cosg)2= 30*4,1ñ.
70

Noticethat 0 < 0 < 90o and 0 < Cosd I 1, thus,

Cos0' = Q.3611 0r = 30.5ó'

Cos02 = 0.3400 0z = 70.12'.

Table 3. 1. Coefficients in the Anisotropic Frequency Cosine Expansion of the central

transition of second-order quadrupolar inte¡action.F.ól

I J q(4)
^üQ'

0 0 (81/1120)(t8 + a'z) -(12/1)(r-n, ß)

0 1 (e/s6)(18+f) -(36/1)(t-n'1 ß)

0 2 (e /32)(18+ a2) 0

1 0 (81fl/s6 (24q)/7

7 1 (27a)/ß 'Qaa)/7

1 2 -(27q)/8 0

2 0 (27f)/32 0

2 1 '(en\/8 0

) 2 (en\/32 0
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3. 2. 2. Instrumentation and Technique

Ä. DOR probe, loaned f¡om Bruker spectrospin Canada Ltd., uses the pair of

angles, 54.74' and 30.56o, for the outer rotor and inner roto¡ respectively (Fig. 3. 3).

The¡e are four air lines: outer bearing and drive , and irner bearing and drive. The

spinrLing inner rotor has the tendency to change its o¡ientation when a torque is

exerted on it. This makes the DOR probe very difficult to design. Wu et al t37l

showed that the torque can be reduced to a tolerably small value when the ratio of

the inner and outer rotor spinning speed, øyfo:2, approaches a certain fixed value that

depends on the structure of the inne¡ rotot.t3 Tl This is incorporated in the design of

the DOR probe used in this study whe¡e the ratio of the inner and outer rotor

spinning speeds is 5 to 1.

Due to the critical balance of the inner and outer rotor, the outer rotor

spinning speed cannot be high; the maximurn is about 12M IJz, The Bruker probe

could maintain a speed of 1100 Hz for about two minr¡tes. The low spinning speed

causes spectra to be complicated by numerous spinning side bands due to the

remaining quadrupolar and dipole-dipole interactions, and chemical shift

anisotropies. The signal to noise ¡atio is low because the filling factor of the DOR

probe is small compared to MAS probes. In orde¡ to increase the intensity of central

band and simpli$ the spectra, the technique of synchronization was used in which the

pulses are synchronised with the period of rotation to eliminate the odd-numbe¡ed

sidebands.t3 ?l The pulse p¡o$ams are shown diagrammatically in Figure 3. 4.

D, is a circuit delay, which depends on the probe, the spectrometer. and
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Fig. 3. 3. The relative orientations of the i¡rLer rotor, outer rotor and tle external

magnetic field Bo .

B"

Az: 54.7 " , magic angle.

O,l 30. 6o , one root of Po(CosO) - 0.
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Fig. 3. 4. Pu.lse diagram for DOR NMR experiments.

( a ) (a) experiment 1, vD ser as 0 ¡s;

(b)
@) experiment 2, VD is half the period of rotation of the outer roto¡.



spinning speed of outer rotor, to allow the synchronization of the RF pulse with the

rotation of the outer roto¡.

\lD is a time delay which is equal to either zero or half the period of rotation

of the outer rotor.

Po is the excitation pulse (2 ¡rs).

D, is a delay for the ring-down of the probe (15 ps).

The synchronization procedure consists of two experiments. In the first

experiment, VD is set to zero (Fig. 3. 4a); in the second, VD is set to half the period

of one ¡otation of the outer rotor (Fig. 3. 4b). At the beginning of the po pulse in

the second experiment, the ¡elative position of the inner ¡otor is 180. from that in

the first experiment. FID's a¡e acquired at these two positions and added prior to

Fou¡ier Transformation.

Careful packing of the sample and cor¡ect adjustment of the position of the

inner rotor with respect to the outer roto¡ are needed to start the rotors spinning.

To begin the experirnent, the first thíng is to check the maximum outer rotor

spinning speed:

1. Tune to tsNa and put a sample of NaCl powder. Adjust the position of the

outer rotor 
"vithin 

the probe and make sure that the inner rotor is approximately at

magic angle with respect to the external magnetic field;

2. Turn on the inner bearirrg air to i.0 bar and start the inner drive air slowly.

One can hear the sound of in¡er rotor spinning at about 0.4 bar or even lower. If

the rotor starts spir:ning at 0.5 bar or higher, it is better not to run the sample higher
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than 800 Hz;

3. Inc¡ease the inner drive air pressure to 1.0 bar and acquire an FID. From

the spinning side bands of NaCl, one can know the inner rotor spinning speed. If the

inner rotor is at a proper position with respect to the outer rotor, the spiruring speed

could be around 5 kHz. If the detected speed is below 4.4 kHz, it is better not to

try to run the outer rotor higher than 800 Hz.

The next thing is to measure D5 at different outer rotor spinning speeds. Use

the packed NaCl sample and connect the four air lines:

1. Turn on the inne¡ bearing air to 1,,2 ba¡ and start the inner drive air until

one can hear the sound of spinning;

2. Tu¡n on the outer bearingair to 2.8 bar and start the outer drive air slowly.

Soon one can hear the spinning sound of the outer rotor. Now inc¡ease the pressures

of the inner and oute¡ drive ai¡ simultaneously. As the outer rotor picks up the

speed, the sound becomes progressively louder. If there is some abrupt change of

the sound frequency, it often means that the inner ¡otor has c¡ashed and stopped

spinning.

3. Once the oute¡ ¡otor ¡eaches the required frequency, select a value for D,

and acquire an FID, From the FID, one can tell whether the inner rotor is spinning

or not. After Fourier Transformation, one can find from the size of the odd-

numbered spiming side bands if the proper D, value has been selected.

Once D, is obtained, one can begin an experiment, Often it can be difficult

to determine whether or not the imer roto¡ is spinning, especially at high speeds,



and to maintain the speed for very long owìng to the critical balance of the inner and

outer driving air pressure at high speed of spin. For this reason, an MAS spectrum

is acquired first in order to obtain the best parameters fo¡ the DOR experiment and

minimize the duration of the DOR experiment. Different outer rotor spinning

speeds can be used to distinguish the central bands from spinning side bands.

3. 3. DYNÀMIC ANGLE SPINNING (DAS)

3. 3. 1. Theory

The basic premise of averaging out the second-order quadrupolar anisotropies

in equation (3.13) is to make the angle 0 time-dependent by moving the spinning axis.

In order to do this, we require that over the time of experiment (T) for I = 2 and I

- ,4 .18ì

lr¡coso)w(o)ao ='lrp^o(t))dt =o (3.1s)

0

where W(0) is a weighted function describing the distribution of angles.

In DAS experiments, a set of N discrete angles are found such that:

¡v

I nrlcote¡t,
i-l

where ! is the f¡action of time spent

equals 2. Then we have:

= fln{coso¡r, = o (3.16)
i-l

at each angle. The simplest case is that N
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spinning speed of outer rotor, to allow the synchronization of the RF pulse with the

rotation of the outer roto¡.

\lD is a time delay which is equal to either zero or half the period of rotation

of the outer rotor.

Po is the excitation pulse (2 ¡rs).

D, is a delay for the ring-down of the probe (15 ps).

The synchronization procedure consists of two experiments. In the first

experiment, VD is set to zero (Fig. 3. 4a); in the second, VD is set to half the period

of one ¡otation of the outer rotor (Fig. 3. 4b). At the beginning of the po pulse in

the second experiment, the ¡elative position of the inner ¡otor is 180. from that in

the first experiment. FID's a¡e acquired at these two positions and added prior to

Fou¡ier Transformation.

Careful packing of the sample and cor¡ect adjustment of the position of the

inner rotor with respect to the outer roto¡ are needed to start the rotors spinning.

To begin the experirnent, the first thíng is to check the maximum outer rotor

spinning speed:

1. Tune to tsNa and put a sample of NaCl powder. Adjust the position of the

outer rotor 
"vithin 

the probe and make sure that the inner rotor is approximately at

magic angle with respect to the external magnetic field;

2. Turn on the inner bearirrg air to i.0 bar and start the inner drive air slowly.

One can hear the sound of in¡er rotor spinning at about 0.4 bar or even lower. If

the rotor starts spir:ning at 0.5 bar or higher, it is better not to run the sample higher
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Pr(Cos0r)t, + P2(Cos0)t2 = 0
P1(Côs0r)tr + P1(CosÐ2)t2 = 0

If. \ - 12 is chosen" fo¡ the first equation in the above equations

(3.17)

(Cosßr)2 | - {coso,)z (3.18)

Substituting 3.18 into the second term in equation (3.17), after some derivatior¡ gives:

45(Cos0,){ - 30(cose,)2 + I = 0

(Cos€,)2 ='# (3.1e)

The solution of the above equation is a pair of complimentary angles: 0 = 37.38' o¡

0 = 79.19', Substituting the results of 0, into equation (3.18), gives:

0t = 37.38o, 0z = 79.79' or 0t = 79,19',02 = 37.38' (3.20)

This is the solution for one-angle flipping DAS experiment, In practice, the

sample is spun at 37.38' for time r, then it is flipped to 79.19" for another time ¡.

At the end of the second z time period, an FID is acquired and the rotor switched

back to 37.38', waiting for the beginning of another experiment. In this experiment,

the second-order quadrupolar anisotropies of the central t¡ansition have been

averaged to isotropic values.

3. 3. 2. Technique

One practical limitation of the DAS technique is the length of time, about 20

ms, required for flipping the stator between two angles. Thus the DAS technique
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may only be used fo¡ nuclei with spin lattice relaxation times greater than 0.1

seconds. Quadrupolar i¡teractions provide the dominant relaxation mechanism for

quadrupolar nuclei in solids. As this is extremely efficient, the relaxation time of

some quadrupolar nuclei, such as tAI, is typically of the order of tens of

milliseconds,t3 el and therefore is too sho¡t fo¡ the DAS technique to be used.

Another problem with this pulse sequence is that neither of these two angles

is the magic angle. Thus the broadenings caused by dipole-dipole interactions and

chemical shift anisotropies are not efficiently averaged. One way to solve the second

problem was presented again by Muelle¡ et al. in an experiment called a pure-phase

absorption.t3 el

In this experirnent, the rotor flips among three angles, allowing the acquisition

of the FID to be at the magic angle. The time ¡ is incrementally increased between

subsequent experiments. The Fourier Transformation of the acquired MAS FID

gives the F, dimension of the two-dimensional plot, which contains both the isotropic

and anisotropic second-order quadrupolar interactions. Fourier Transformation of

equivalent points from spectra with different values of r gives the F, dimension,

which contains only isotropic interactions and can separate peaks due to

correspondhg sites.l3sl The projection of each of these peak onto the F, dimension

will result in normal MAS spectr4 which can be used to obtain the quadrupolar

interaction parameters by correlating the shape of each peak with the computer-

simulated sp€ctrum.t3 8lt: tol

In practíce, the rotor',vas spun at 37.4o fo¡ time r, flipped to79.2'for another



period 7 then flipped to 54,7'while an FID was acquired. A 90" pulse was applied

just before each rotor-flip in order to rotate the transverse magnetization to the z-

axis for storage. Immediately after the flip, a 90o pulse with an opposite phase was

used to recove¡ the magnetization.t3 sl After the acquisition of the FID, the spinning

axis was retumed to 37,4", The 90' pulses used are soft pulses, in order to excite

only the central transition.F sl

To set up a DAS experiment, the first thing is to calibrate the magic angle:

1. Connect all the lines and circuits and tune to TeBr; put in sample KBr and

spinning the sample at about 5 kHz;

2. F;nler the'gs'mode and watch the spikes on the FID; use the'arrow' keys

on the keyboard to change the magic angle slightly until the spikes reach the

maximum; save the number of steps; from this value and a reference rod inside the

probe, the computer can calibrate any other angles accuraiely.

The next step is to do one MAS experiment to choose the proper parameters.

Then one has to calibrate the 90o pulse lengths at.37.38',54.74" and 79.19'

separately. Soft pulses have to be used in orde¡ to excite only the central transitions

of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei.t3 Tl Finally, one has to set up a two-dimensional

pulse sequence using a proper phase cycling to start the whole experiment.



3. 4. COMPARISON OF MAS, DAS AND DOR TECH}IIQUES TO OBTÀIN

PARÄMETERS FROM QUADRT]POLAR NUCLEI

Magic Aagle Spinning ean efficiently average the broadening effects due to

dipole-dipole interactions and chemjcal shift anisotropy, but not those resulting from

second-order quadrupolar interactions. As second-order quadrupolar interactions are

inversely proportional to the strength of the magnetic field, the parameters Co and

4 can be calculated for simple spectra from the computer simulation of MAS spectra

obtained at two magnetic field strengths. The isotropic chemical shift can be obtained

by calculating the quadrupolar shift and subtracting it from the observed shift.

A comparison of the 23Na peak widths of tugtupite in the DOR (68 Hz) and

DAS (240 Hz) spectra (Table 4. 2) shows that the DOR technique is mo¡e efficient

at averaging second-order quadrupolar interaction anisotropies and narrowing the

peak (See chapter four). The spinJattice relaxation times of quadrupolar nuclei are

usually very short; during the periods of flipping of the rotor axis in the DAS

experiments, some of the longitudinal and transverse magnetization will be lost. The

averaging methods, which are based on equal magnetizations before and after the flip

of the rotor axis, therefore, will no longer be precise. In the DOR experiments, the

homonuclear dipole-dipole inte¡actions are averaged more completely because

multiple terms, such as Ir*I2yI3y, are not ¡efocused during the MAS acquisition in DAS

e4Perime¡115't3 rrl

The length of time (a0 m$ required for a flip of the rotor axis in DAS

experiments conJines its application to non-integer quadrupolar nuclei, such as r7O,



æNa and 87Rb, with relatively long T, reÌaxation times. DOR can be used for nuclei

with much more rapid relaxation, as the minimum time required for the acquisition

of the free induction decay is not as limited.

For DOR experiments, the outer rotor, which is at the magic angle, spins at

1 kllz. This is not fast enough to average anisotropy in the chemical shift and dipole-

dipole interactions greater than 1 kllz. In pure-phase absorption DAS experiments,

the sample can spin at 74 l<LIz. As the acquisition is at the magic angle, this

technique is more efficient than DOR at averaging chemical shift anisotropy.

DOR is the most difficult experiment to perform technically, especially at

high-speed spinning of the outer rotor, owing to the critical balance of the inner and

outer rotor. In DOR experiments, short pulse-lengths can be used to excite only the

centre bands, which ¡educes the delay required fo¡ relaxation of nuclei between

pulses, enhances the sensitivity of detection,t"'i and shortens the duration of the

experiment. DAS experiments can take up to 14 hours in comparison to DOR

experiments, which can be performed in one hour.

DAS is the preferred technique for quadrupolar nuclei with long T, relaxation

times, relatively small quadrupolar interactions, small homonuclear dipole-dipole

interactions and large anisotropies in chemical shifts, The DOR technique is

preferred for quadrupolar nuclei with large quadrupolar and homonuclear dipole-

dipole interactions and small chemical shift anisotropies. MAS at two fields can be

used to calculate quadrupolar parameters, but only for spectra of simple structures

that do not give overlapping peak.
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CTIAPTER F.OTIR '3Na 
27AI9Be 29Si

NMR STUDY OF TUGTUPITE

4. 1. STR.UCTURE OF TUGTTJPITE

Tugtupite, Nas[Al2BerSiOrA ](Cl,S)r, is a well-ordered cubic tectosilicate

mineral which crystallizes in space group I4.l4 rl Si, Be and Al, in tetrahedral

coo¡dination with four orygen atoms, form the framework of the structure (Fig. a. 1).

There is a four-membered ring containing two Si, one Be and one AI atoms normal

to the a axis, a four-membe¡ed ring containing four Si atoms perpendicular to the c

axis, and a six-membered ring containing four Si, one Al and one Be atoms at the

corners. Na and Cl are inside the cages, and the CI atoms are eithe¡ at the corners

or the centre of the unit cell. Na is in five-fold coordination with one Cl and four O

atoms,ta 2l

From X-ray diffraction results, it is not clear if there is any disorder of Si, AI

and Be within the tetrahedral site. Different NMR techniques were used to study

eBe, æNa, 'Al and 2eSi nuclei in tugtupite in o¡der to obtain the values of isotropic

cherrical shifts, Co and 4, and to evaluate the degree of atomic order in the structure.

As tugtupite is an extremely well ordered aluminosilicate mineral, it was also

used to investigate the limitations and possibilities of the various NMR techniques

in the determilation of isotropic chemical shift, Co and 4 paramete¡s from



Fig. 4. 1. The crystal structure of tugtupite.

(a). Projection along c-axis;

(b). Projection along a-axis.
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quadrupolar nuclei,

4.2. E)PERIMENTAL

Tugtupite from llimaussaq, Narssaq Kommune, South Greenland (Royal

Ontario Museurq sample number: M32790) was finely ground prior to packing into

the NMR rotors. It is from the same locality as the sample analyzed by Danø.la 11 The

NMR spectra were acquired using a Bruker AMX-500 console with an 8.4 T wide-

bore magnet and an 11.7 T na¡row-bore magnet. MAS spectra were acquired at both

fields using a high-speed MAS probe with 5-mm diameter roto¡s from Doty Scientific

Ltd. The experimental parameters are listed in Table 4. i. MAS spectra for 23Na

were obtained aT -35, -52, -80 and -110'C at 732.3 MHz. The spectra were recorded

with reference to aNa* in a 0.1 M aqueous solution of NaCl, ,AllHrO¡u in an

aqueous solution of AlCl, eBe2* in an aqueous solution of Be(NOr), solution, and

2eSi in tetramethylsilane (TMS).

æNa and 'Al DOR spectra r ere acquired at a magnetic field of g,4 T using

a Bruker DOR probe with an outer rotor spinning speed of 800 Hz. The delay

between pulses was 2 s; short pulseJengfhs of2 ps were used for both aNa and 27Al

to excite the central transitioru only.tr:t

The DAS experiments of æNa were run at a magnetic field of 8.4 T . The

sample was packed in a 5-mm rotor which was spun at 6.9 WIz around an axis
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TABLE 4. 1. MAS EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS OF 23NA 27A], 9BC AND 29Si.

ãNa

2'Na

Pt(¡rs)

23Na

0.4

23Na

D, (s)

23Na"

0.4

nN

0^4

2.0

Spectra
Width(Hz)

0.4

27 Al

1.0

0.6

2'éJ

2.0

nNi

20000

0.4

1.0

125000

eBe

1.0

Number of
Scans

1.0

20000

0.4

2esi

0.5

125000

1.0

0.5

s00

20000

0.2

0.5

Dt: relaxation delay between pulses; P¡: pulse length.
': "Na MAS experiments at low temperatures.

500

Line
Broadening(I-Iz)

2.0

20000

0.5

4M

125000

0.1

400

20000

30

300

125000

50

600

31250

50

904

Spìnning
Speed(kllz)

10000

20

547

20

800

50

5294

8.7

10

I235

8.7

l¿rmor
Frequency(MHz)

20

9. 7

10

9;l

10

6.0

95.22

0

8.7

95.22

30

ö-/

132.30

9.7

132.30

9.

r32.30

7

9.0

93.80

7.1

93.80

130.32

L30.32

u¡

70.28

99.35



capable of being flipped frorn 23o to 85o with respect to the magnetic field. Süteen

FIDs were recorded for each experiment, with 256 points being collected in the F,

dimension and 512 in the F, dimension. The pulse lengths of 90o, measured at the

three rotor flip argles of 37.38", 54.74" and79.l9o,were3.8 ps,2.l ¡rs and 2.0 ps,

respectively.ta al The time delay for switching between two angles was 50 ms. The

duration of ¡ was increased by 2 ps between successive experiments. The relaxation

delay between pulses was 3 s. A nar¡ow spectral width of 20,A00 Hz was chosen to

just cover the frequency range containing the peaks in order to obtain sufficient

resolution in the F, dimension and reduce the du¡ation of the experiment.

The central transition lineshapes for non-integer quadrupolar nuclei we¡e

simulated using a computer program which modified after "SECQUAD" written by

W. P. Power and R. E. Wasylishs¡.la sl In this simulation, spinning speeds were

considered to be infinitely large, so that spinning sidebands did not need to be

considered. The lineshapes we¡e assumed to be on_ly due to second-order

quadrupolar interactions, as for non-integer quadrupolar nuclei, the central

transitions a¡e not affected by first-order quadrupolar interactions.

4. 3. RESULTS ÄND DISCUSSION

4, 3. 1. 2esi

'fhe 2esi MAS spectrum has one narrow peak at -95.1 ppm with a linewidth
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of 70Hz (30 Hz line broadening) (Table 4. 2,Fi9.4.2). This shows that 2esi is in

a single site, which is tetrahedrally coordinated with one Al, one Be and two Si

atoms. There is no Si/Al disorder among the tetrahedral sites (Fig.4. 1). Using the

crystal-structure data of Hassan & Grundy ra 21 and the empirical relationship derived

by Sherriff et al.,la ól the peak position was calculated to be at -94.5 ppm, which was

very close to the experimental result.

4,3,2.\e

The MAS NMR spectrum gave one extremely narrow eBe peak at -2.1 ppm,

with 22 Hz width at half peak maximum (0 Hz tine broadening) (Table 4. 2,Fig.4.

3). eBe is therefo¡e in a single symmetrical tetrahedral environment, with a small

field gradient and therefo¡e quadrupolar interactions. The spinning sidebands are

due to first order splitting and indicate that Co is of the order of 9 kHz. The

structure ¡efinement from single-crystal X-ray diffraction data shows that the site is

very symmetrical, rvith the four Be-O bond lengths of L.63L(Z) Â, four O-Be-O bond

angles of 107.7(1)', and two of 113.5(1)".H4

4. 3. 3. aNa

The¡e is one peak with two maxima in the æNa MAS spectra at both 95.2

MHz and 132.3 MHz, DOR NMR was used to determine whether the two maxima

a¡e due to two Na peak or one peak with a quadrupoiar shape. The DOR spectrum

gave a single peak at 1,8 ppm, with a peak width at half height of 68 Hz (Table 4.
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Table 4. 2. The NMR results of tugtupite.

*: ôo¡" are the observed shifts of the centres of gravity of the central bands.

ô.r. (ppm) * linewidth (Hz) Co (MHz) n ô¡.(ppm)
2esi MAs, l1.z r - 9s.t 70 lb=30 - 95.1

eB€ MÄs, 11.7 T - 2.L 22 lb=0 2,r
aNa MAs, E.43 T 2.O E30 lb=50 1.27 0.¿18 6.8
aNa MÄs, ll.7 T 4.4 590 lb=20 1.27 0.¿lE 6.9
aNa DAs, t.43 T 2.r 2Æ lb=20 L.27 0.,18 6.9

aNa DoR, 8.43 T 1.8 68 lb=10 t.27 0./t8 6.6
27at MAS, 8.43 T 62.3 180 lb=10 1,70 0.19 u.2
27Ät MÄs, 11.7 T 63.3 Iq tb=20 1.70 0.19 64.2

27al DoR, 8.43 T 62.5 43 lb=10 L.70 0.19 9.4

s9



Fíg.4.2, æSi MeS spectrum of rugupite at 1.1.7 T spinning at7.!KfIz.
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Fig. 4.3. be MAS spe<rrun of tugtupite ar 11.? T spinning at 9.0 KHz"
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2,Fig,4.4), showing that there is one 2'Na environment in tugtupite.

For quadrupolar nuclei in a single site, the second moment of the central

transition in MAS spectra will be inversely p¡oportional to the strength of the

magnetic field if the peak width is onJy caused by the second-order quadrupolar

inte¡actíons.ta ?1 Therefore, by comparing the widths of MAS central transitions at

diffe¡ent strengths of magnetic field, it is possible to determine if the lineshapes are

caused onJy by second-orde¡ quadrupolar interaction anisotropy. For aN4 the ratio

of the linewidths for the field strengths of 11.7 T and 8.4 T is 5?0 : 780 o¡ 0.73

(Table 4. 2). As this result is close to the ratio of the strengths of the magnetic field

of 0.72, the 23Na MAS lineshapes a¡e considered to be caused solely by the second-

order quadrupolar interactions.

The quadrupolar parameters Co and 4 were found by comparison of the MAS

experimental results with computer simulations of the central transition lineshape.

The quadrupolar parameters for Co of 1.27 }lH4 and 4 of 0,48, were required to

produce simulations with the same lineshapes as the expe¡imental spectra ¡ecorded

at both magnetic field strengths (Fig. 4. 5).

To verify these parameters, the difference between the peak positiom at the

two fields was calculated in the following manner and compared to experimental

results. For a quadrupolar nucleus, the centre of gravity of a single MAS peak (ô*,)

is a resultant of the quadrupola¡ shift (ôq) and isotropic chemical shift (ô".).

ô"6, = ôo + ô,,. (4.Ð

Fo¡ central traruitíons of a non-integer quadrupolar nucleus with spin I, the first-
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Fig. 4. 4. æNa DOR spectmm of ü¡gtupite at 8.4 T with the outer rotor spinning at 800 I{2.
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(a) simulated MAS spectrum at 8.4 T;
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order quadrupolar shift is zero, and according to equation (2.58) the second-order

quadrupoiar shift is given by:

ôqr,z = -3 . 106 . C'?aGG + Ð -3 / 4)(L + n'z / 3) / @0Y (2r-1)' v",r) (4.2)

where r,,, is the Larmor frequenry (MHz) at two different values of the magnetic

field.

If one defines:

Then

Âôo =ôq1 -ôqz

Âô,,o=ô¡,o,-ô¡*2

Áô*, = ôo5,1 - ô"5,2

Áô*,=Aôo.+Aôo

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.s)

(4.6)

As the isotropic chemical shifts are independent of the strength of the magnetic field,

they will be the same in both fields, and Aô¡,o will be zero. Therefore,

Aô¿" = Aôo (4.7)

If z, is greater than zr, then from equation (4.2) aú (4.3):

Aôo = -3¡¡1¡* 7)-3 / 4l(1 + 4, /3)ea. 106(L / y2 f7 / v") / [40r' (2t_t)r) (4.8)

For 23Na at the two field strengths of 8.4 T and 11.7 T, equation (4.8) becomes

Áôo = 1.329."2o.O + n'/3) ppm. (4.e)

By substituting the values of 1.27 for Co and of 0.48 for 4, from the

simulations of the MAS spectra, into expression (4.9), Äôa is calculated to be 2,3

ppm, This compares favourably to the observed value of 2.4 + 0.1 ppm.

The F, projection of the DAS spectrum showed only one aNa peak, with a

linewidth of 240H:2 (Table 4. 2,Fi9.4.6). As the spectrat width was 20000 Hz and



Fig. 4. 6. Two-rlimensional plot of æNa DAS spectrum of tugtupite at 8.4 T with one

rlimsDsio¡al p¡ojections along the F and F, axes and projections of the four points

of the F, peak onto the F, dimension.
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the numbe¡ of points on F, was 256, the difference in frequency between two

adjacent points was 78H2. There were only four points for the F, peak above the

half-intensity of the peak. The projection of these four points on F, resulted in

similar MAS spectra with the same lineshapes but different intensities (Fig. a, 6).

The shape of the peaks was found to be similar to that obtained in MAS experiment

@ig. a. 5), though the resolution was lower. The computer simulation of these peaks

gave the same values of Co and 4 as the MAS experiments. This finding shows that

there is only one 23Na site and no distribution of æNa chemical shift in tugtupite at

room temperature.

2'Na MAS NMR spectra obtained al -35, -52, -80 and -110'C have exactly the

same peak positions, lineshapes and linewidths as those measured at room

temperature (Fig. a. Ð. Therefore, there is no phase change affecting the Na site

between +25'C and -110'C.

4,3, 4,27AJ

The width of the 'Al MAS peak at 130.3 MHz was found to be 140 Hz, which

is relatively narrow for tAl in solids, indicating that the Al tetrahedrally coo¡dinated

site is very symmetrical, with a small gradient in electric field and, therefore, small

uAl quadrupolar interactions. The structural refinement from single crystal data

shows this high symmetry, rvith four Al-O bond lengths of 1.748(2) Ä, four O-AI-O

angles of 109.0(1)" and two of 110.5(1)'.144

There is one peak with two maxima in the 'Al MAS spectra recorded at both
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Fig. 4.7- ¡Na low-temperatu¡e MAS spectra of tugtupite at:

0ppm
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strengths of magnetic field (Table 4.2,Fig.4. 8). 2?At DOR was used to determine

whether this is due to two Al peaks or to one peak with a quadrupolar lineshape.

The DOR spectrum has one symmetrical peak with a width at half maximum of only

43 Hz (line broadening of 10 Hz) (Table 4. Z,Fig.4.9), indicating that there is one

'Al environment in tugtupite.

The ratio of the widths of the 27Al MAS peaks at Il.7 ^f and g.4 ! is 120 :

170 or 0.73 (Table 4. 2), which is close to the ratio of the strengths of the magnetic

fields of 0.72. This indicates that the linewidth is due mainly to the second-o¡der

quadrupolar interaction.

The quadrupolar parameters of 1.70 MHz for Co and of 0.19 fo¡ 4 were used

to simulate the MAS spectra at the two field strengths (Fig. a. 8). These values we¡e

verified by a comparison of the peak positions at rhe two fields. F¡om equation (4.8)

fo¡ 'Al with magnetic field strength of. 1,1,7 T and 8.4 T:

Aôo = ¡.34.a2a.G + q'z/3) ppm (4.10)

Using values for Co of 1.70 MHz and for 4 of 0.19, Âôo is found to equal 0.96 ppm.

This is slightly higher than the measured difference between MAS chemical shifts

obtained at the two magnetic field strengths of 0.8 ppm.

For nuclei with spin 5f2, such as 'Al, the values of Co and 4 obtained from

a sir¡rulation of the MAS spectra can be ve¡ified in a second way. The first pair of

spiming sidebands can each be ¡esolved into two peak, due to the sidebands of the

central transition and of the inner satellite +l/2., +3/2 transitioru. For nucleiwith

a spin of 5/2, these satellite transitions have small second moments and sufficient
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(a) simulation of MAS at 8.4 T;
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(b) spectrum at 8.4 T;
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Fig.4.9. 'Al DoR spectrum of tugtupite at g.43 T with outer rotor spinning at g00 Hz.
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intensity to be observed. For nuclei with spin 3/2, snch as 23Na, the intensity of this

transition is too small for observation of the sidebands.ta.sl The diffe¡ence in peak

position between t|/z.' !3/2 and +7/2 <> -1/2 transitions can be measured for

the fi¡st pair of spinning sidebands. The second-order quadrupolar shift of non-

central transitions can be expressed as:

ôq = -3 . 106. cyo[r(r + 1)-9m(m- 1)-3](1 + 4' /3) / [40. v' f (Zt-t)21 (4.11)

Fo¡ a nuclear spin I of 5/2, the value of the difference in position be tvteen the llf 2

., X3/2 and the central -1f2., +L/2 transition is:

Aõo = 27, 1d.C,a(1 + n2 /3)/(4, tlo) (4.12)

Substitution of the value of 1.70 MHz for Co and of 0.19 for 4 obtained from

the simulation of MAS lineshapes gives:

Aõo = 2.24 ppm at 8.4 T magnetic field

Âôo = 1.16 ppm at 1.1.7 T magnetic field.

The measured differences were found to be:

Áô*, = 2.5 + 0.2 ppm at 8.4 T magnetic field

Aõ*" = 1.2 f 0.2 ppm at L7.7 'f magnetic field.

This ve¡ifies that the simulated quadrupolar parameters of 'Al in tugfupite is correct.

4.4. CONCLUSION

Si is in a single tetrahedrally coordinated site in tugtupite, and there is no

Si/Al disorder. Be is in a single extremely symmetrical environment th¿t has no
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measurable electric field gradient. There is onJy one site for both 23Na and ,Al, with

no distribution in aNa chemical shift. For 'N", ô,. is 6.9 ppm, Co is 1.27 MHz and

a is 0.48. FornAl in a symmetrical tetrahedral AlOn site, ô¡" is 64.2 ppm, Co is 1.70

MHz, and 4 is 0.19, These results we¡e verified by comparison of the calculated and

observed differences in chemical shift at two strengths of the magnetic field. There

is no phase change involving Na between 23" and -110"C.

MAS is efficíent at averaging the broadening due to anisotropy of chemical

shift and dipole-dipole interactions. The quadrupolar parameters Co and 4 may be

obtained from a computer simulation of the MAS lineshape. Both DOR and DAS

techniques are able to reduce the anisotropy due to second-order quadrupolar

interactions. DAS provides an additional dimension that enables the simultaneously

study of the lineshapes fo¡ different sites.
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CHAPTER. Ftrvp" 27AI DOR NMR

STUDY OF THE At2SiOS

POTYMORPHS

5 .1. SïRUCIURE OF THE AI2SiOs pOLyMORpHS

The th¡ee alumino-silicate polymorphs þanite, andalusite and sillimanite

(AlrSiOs) are used by petrologists to determine the pressure and temperature of

fo¡mation of rock, due to thei¡ abundance in metamorphic rock and their well

cha¡acterized pressure and temperature ranges.{s tl They are an interesting group of

minerals to study using 'Al NMR as they have a vatiety of Al sites and

coordinations.

In þanite the¡e are fou¡ distinct octahedral aluminum sites, each

cha¡acterized by different average Al-O bond tengths (Table 5 .1¡.0 tt There are two

different tetrahedral silicon sites, with identical average Si-O bond lengths (Table 5

.1). Æor and Alo, octahedra share edges and form chains parallel to the c-axis. Si

tetrahedra and Alo, Al,a, octahedra cross-link the chains (Fig. 5. 1).ts2l As the mean

Al-O bond distance, the polyhedral volumes and sites energies of the Al,,,Oo and

AI,o,Oo octahedra are very similar (Table 5. 1), they may be considered as identical

from the point of crystal chernistry. The AJo,Oo and A16,06 octahedra are also
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Table 5.1. Alumìnum sites in the Al2sio4 polymorphs. Bond distances âre in angstroms.ts.rì

End
-member

Andalusite Sillimanite Kyanite

Site Ali N2 All N2 Al1 Al2 Al3 414

c. N, 6 5 6 4 6 6 6 6

Point
svm.

a m I m 1 7 1

Distance L.8n 1.816 T.9L4 1.751 t.874 r.934 1.986 1.816

(o-Ar) 1.891 i.840 1.868 T.'7Ll 1.884 1.881 t.9u 1.998

2.086 1.899 1..954 1.796 1.97r 1.889 1.862 1,.846

1.814 L.987 t.914 1.968 1,.91,1

1,.847 1,930 1.883 1.933

1.848 r,925 1.885 1.875

Mean O
-Al

1.935 1.836 1.972 1.764 1.902 1,.913 1,918 1.896

6 0.721 0.036 0.039 0.041 0.062 0.023 0.050 0.065

Plov. Vol. 9.539 5.153 9.175 2.791 8.977 9.136 9.164 8.921,

Q. E. 1.011 1.011 1.006 1.016 1.014 1.018 1.014

Ang. Var. 18.0 36.4 20.5 47,7 50.2 s7.0 42.5

Site
Energv

-2490 -2569 -2573 -2526 -2532 -2563 -2543 -2537

C.N. = coo¡dination number, Mean O-Al = mean cation-orygen bond distance, o =
standard deviation of mean cation-orygen bond distance, poly. Vol. = polyhedral
volume, q.6, = quadratic elongation of polyhedra" Ang. Var. = angular vãriàtion of
polyhedra. Site Energy is the electrostatic energy (in kcal) for oné mole of sites.
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Fig. 5. 1. The crystal stnrcture of þanite þrojection along the c-axis).



similar (Table 5. 1).

In andalusite, there is one octahedral and one five-coordinated Al site.

Andalusite consists of edge-shared chains of Alou octahedr4 which are parallel to

the c-axis. The chains are crossJinl<ed through sion tetrahedral and penta-

coo¡dinated aluminum (Fig. 5 .2).t531 From the Al-o bond lengths in Table 5.1, it

can be seen that the octahedra are distorted from ideal o, symmetry, which will lead

to a large electric field gradient at AI nucleus and hence a large quadrupolar

interaction for n Al.

In sillimanite, there are two distinct octahedral A-l sites. The structure of

sillimanite is similar to that of andalusite: chains of edge-sharing AIO' octahedra

parallel to the c-axis, which are crosslinked through double chains of tetrahedra

containing Si and Al (Fig. 5. 3¡.t5 o

The AlrSiO5 polyrnorphs have been extensively studiedrs.tl and well

characterized crystallographically and by single crystaltirl and MAS NlVlRI5.61t5 ?115.81.

single crystal 'Al NMR provides the quadrupolar parameters of co and 4 for all the

non-equivalent A] sites. uAl MAs NMR obtained at a high magnetic field strength

can narrow some of the quadrupolar lines enough to resolve separate peaks.

However, it is not possible to assign the isotropic cherrical shifts of all the non-

equivalent sites as MAS can not average all the anisotropies of the second-orde¡

quadrupolar interaction. DoR and DAS can be used to solve this problem. For

quadrupolar nucleus 'Al in solids, the relaxation time is typically of the order of tens

of milliseconds, which is too shof for the DAS 1eçhnique to be used.t5.elr5.r0l 
rl-lìe
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Fig.5.2. The crlstal structu¡e of andalusite (projection along the a-axis).
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Fig. 5. 3. The crystal stuchrre of sítlímanite (projection along tfe a-axis).
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DOR probe does not have such a problem and can be used to obtain high resolution

'Al spectra.

5.2. E)PERIMEI.ITÀL

Samples of the minerals þanite (E 2912, ftom pfitschthal, Tyrol), andalusite

(BI-S 218, from Minas Geras, Brazil) and sillimanite (BIJ 144, from Dillan,

Montana) were finely ground prior to carefully packing them into the inner rotor.

The spectra were acquired on a Bruker AMX-500 corsole with an 8.42 T wide

bore magnet. 2 ¡rs pulse Iengths were used, as the 90" pulse length measured on L

M AlCl3.6H2O aqueous solution was 20 ps. Ttre nAl spectral ¡eference was 1M

AlCl3 . 6H2O solution. The FID's were Fourie¡ T¡ansformed with a line broadening

of L0 Hz. Peak positions are accurate to + 0.1 ppm.

Spectra were acquired at different spinning speeds of the outer rotor to

distinguish the outer rotor spinning sidebands from centre bands. The inner rotor

spinning speed of between 5 and 7 kHz changes with the outer rotor spinning speed

to maintain a stable spinning configuration.ls lu The spinning sidebands f¡om the

inner rotor do not interfere with the centre bands in these spectrq as they are very

small and spaced at intewals of over 55 ppm. The outer rotor speeds for the þanite

spectra were 800 Hz, 1000 Hz and 1100 IIz, for sillimanite, 800 Hz, 900 Hz and 1000

Hz and for andalusite, 800 Hz and 1000 Hz. Synchronisation technique removed odd
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numbered spinning sidebands.

Equivalent points in two spectra of each mineral acquired at different outer

rotor spinning speeds were multiplied together, If the sidebands are narrow and do

not overlap in the two spectra, the equivalent points on the sidebands will be

multiplied by zero and the spinning sidebands will be eliminated. As the centre

bands are present in both spectr4 this muttiplication will ¡esult in their intensity

being squared.

5.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured peak positions in the DOR spectra (ô*,) are the sum of two

effects: isotropic chemical shift (ô,,") and isotropic second-o¡de¡ quadrupolar shift

(ðc).

ô*,=ôo+ô,"o. (5.i)

The isotropic second-order quadrupolar shift can be calculated from equation (2.5g):

ôo = -3 [I(I + t) -3 / a]( + f / 3) e a' 106 / [4 012 (2r- t)2 v2 o] (s.2)

where Co is the quadrupolar coupling constant in MHz (erqe/h) and 4 is the

quadrupolar asymmetry parameter ((V,, - Vì/V_). For ,Al, I = S/2 and zo =

93.803 MHz at a magnetic field of 8.42 I therefore

ôo = - 0.6826( r + n2ß )Cza. (s.3)

The Co and 4 values used in equation (5.3) were calculated from single-crystal



NMR studiests 5l and from simulated spectra fitted to MAS sp€cl¡¿,t5.6J Observed

peak positions, quadrupolar parameters and calculated isotropic chemical shifts are

shown in Table 5. 2.

By the comparison of DOR spectra of þanite at three different spinning

speeds, it is possible to identifu four peak relating to the four octahedrally

coo¡dinated Al sites (Fig. 5 .a). The sidebands move out from the centre bands as

the outer rotor spinrring speed increases and only the peak af -6.5, -25.3, -51J and -

56.2 ppm remain static. Another way to distinguish the four centre bands ís to

multiply together the spectra acquired with outer rotor spinning speeds of g00 Hz

and 1100 Hz (Fig. 5 .5).

Two peak af 31,.7 ppm and -51.6 ppm relating to the tetrahedrally and

octahedrally coordinated Al sites respectively, are found in the spectrum of

sillimanite (Fig. 5. 6). For andalusite only one peak at 9.6 ppm due to the five-

coordinate Al can be found (Fig. 5 .7). The quadrupolar coupling constant of the

octahedrally coo¡dinated site is too large, at 15.5 MHz, to be ¡esolved by the DOR

technique with the present spinning speed capability.

several factors need to be considered in the interpretation of the relative

intensity of different peak in DoR NMR spectra. one factor is the excitation of

satellites, Fo¡ nuclei with non-integral spins only the central transiti ons (-I/2 --

+ 7/2) are not affected by the first-order quadrupolar inte¡actíons and can be used

to study the ¡elative population of different sites. Acco¡ding to the NMR nutation

study by Samoson et al.t5 r2l a small flip angte of the magnetization will suppress the
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Table 5. 2. Isotropic chemical shifts (ô,*) quadrupolar coupling constants (Co) and
risymmetry parameters (a) for AJ sites of þanite, sillimanite and andalusiìe.

Cq(MHz) n ô*(ppm) ôq'(ppm) ô*lppm) àøn)

þanite

octahed¡al

octahedral

octahedral

octahedral

3.70b O.ggb

6.53b 0.59b

9.37b 0.3gb

10.04b 0.27b

5.0b

7.5b

13"

15"

-11.81

-32.48

-62.8L

-70.48

-6.5

-25.3

-51,.7

-56,2

5.3

7.2

7L.1

1,4.3

sillimanite

tetrahedral 6.77b

octahedral 8.93b

0.$2h

0.462b

64.5b

4.0b

-34.24

-58.31

3r.7

-51.6

65.9

6.7

andalusite

5-coordinate 5.73"

octahedral 15.5"

0.7" 35'

0.0 10

-26.0

-1ó4.00

79.6 35.7

a:f¡om Raymond, M. Phys. Rev. B. 3, 3692 (197L) ts.st.

b: from Alemany, L.B. et al. Chem, Phys. L,e,n. 1i7,301 (1991) 15ó1,

*:calculated
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Fig' 5. 4. DoR NMR spectra of þanite. centre bands are iabelred with arrows.

(c) outer rotor speed of 1100 Hz, D5 = 95 ps, VD = 454 Jls.

(b) outer rotor speed of 1000 Hz, D¡ = 10g ps, VD = 500 ps;

(a) outer rotor speed of 800 Hz, D5 = 140 ps" VD = 625 ps;

q
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Fig. 5. 5. Tbe results of the multiplication of DOR NMR specrra of þanite with outer

rotor spinning speeds of 800 Hz and 1100 Hz.
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Fig. 5. 6. DOR NMR spectra of sillimanite. Cent¡e bands are labelled with arrows.

(c) outer roror speed of 1000 Hz, Dj = 10g ps, \lD = 500 ps

(b) outer rotor speed of 900 Hz, D, = t2Z ps, VD = 555 ps;

(a) outer rotor speed of 800 Hz, D¡ = 140 ps, VD = ó25 ps;

b
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Fig' 5. 7. DoR NMR spectra of andarusire. The cenrre band is labeüed with an arrow.

(b) outer rotor speed of 1000 Hz, Ds = 10g Æ, VD = 500 ts.

b

(a) outer rotor speed of g00 Hz, D, = 149 ps, VD = 625 þs.
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excitation of satellites. In our experiments the pulse length of 2 ¡rs should allow less

than five percent of the satellite non-central transitions to contribute to the central

transition.

Al sites have different symmetries and distortions and hence different

quadrupolar coupliag constants and asymmetry parameters. As the dominant

relaxation mechanism is quadrupolar interactior¡ this can lead to different spin lattice

relaxation times fo¡ individual sites in a mineral. By using a small flip angle and a

relatively long time delay (D, = 1 s) be¡'veen pulse5,ts et complete relaxation of all

sites is allowed and this effect should be minimized in our experiments.

Other facto¡s to be conside¡ed in the interpretation of ¡elative peak intensity

and broadening are chenical shift anisotropy (CSA), dipole-dipole, quadrupolar-

dipole and quadrupolar interactioru. For 'AÌ in alumino-silicate minerals the

quadrupolar interactions have the largest effect on line broadening, as dipole-dipole,

quadrupolar-dipole interactions and CSA are relatively small.ts.ói However, the low

spinning speed of outer rotor, which is less than 1.1 kHz at the Magic Angle, makes

it difficult to reduce all of the non-quadrupolar interactions to isotropic values. This

inefficiency of averaging CSA ¡esults in a large number of outer rotor spinning

sidebands. For sillimanite (Fig. 5 .6) and andalusite (Fig. 5 ,7) the large CSA of 2?Al

in both sites gives rise to interue spinning sidebands. With the inc¡eæe of DOR outer

rotor spiming speeds, more intensity goes into the centre bands and the intensity

ratio between the centre bands and sidebands becomes larger.

The remaining broadening and low intensity ofpeak could be related to short
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transverse relaxation times (Tr). when T, is of comparable length to the delay (Dr)

for the ring-down of the probe, much of the signal may be lost before acquisition of

the FID. Therefore the sites with larger quadrupolar coupling constants will

produce wider peaks and smaller relative intensities. This could be one reason fo¡

the irregularþ coordinated Aiou site in andalusite not being observed. Also the

quadrupolar coupling constant fo¡ the octahedral site in andalusite rnight be so large

(15'5 MHz) that quadrupolar interactions higher than second-orde¡ have to be

considered. Thus, DOR may not be sufficient to resolve the peak.

The spectra of þanite have narrower peak and also a lower number and

intensity of spinning side bands than those of sillimanite and andalusite. The þanite

spectrun\ with an outer rotot spinning speed of 11@ Hz, was used to study the

intensities of different Al sites. In þanite the¡e are four octahedral sites with the

equal Al occupanciesls 2) which should theoretically give peak of equal intensities.

The relationship between the relative intensities of the four ,Al peak and

quadrupolar coupling constants was investigated. A plot of relative intensities of the

central isotropic lines (not including the sidebands) (I) against co in MHz for þanite

can be fitted to the exponential curve using a least-square method, with standard

deviation of 0.02 (Fig. 5 .8):

| = 3,57 exp( -0.352Co ) (s.4)

For sillimanite the centre band intensity of 'Al peak is again greater for the site

with the smaller quadrupolar coupling constant. The difference in signal intensity in

þanite and sillimanite is therefo¡e mathematically related to the quadrupolar
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Fig. 5. B. A plot of the relative intersities (I) of the four zAl peal$ i-n þanite againsl

the quadnpolar coupling coDstants (Ca) iD lvftIz.
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coupling constants of the sites.

5.4. CONCLUSION

DOR techniques allow the resolution of four peak in the ,AI spectrum of

þanite due to the four octahedrally coordinated sites and of the two peaks relating

to the octahedrally and tetrahedrally coordinated sites in sillimanite. In andalusite

only the peak due to the five-coordinate site could be determined as the co for the

irregular octahedrally coordinated site is too large for the present technology of the

DoR probe to resolve. Isotropic chemical shifts are calculated from quadrupolar

parameters obtained from single crystal NMR and from the peak positions in the

DOR spectra. The relative intensities of the peaks in the þanite spectrum have an

exponential relationship with the quadrupolar coupling constants.
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CHAPTER SIX" N[MR. STUDY ON

QUADRUPOLAR NUCI,EI TN

THE SCAPOLITE MINERALS

6. 1. INTRODUCTION

Scapolites are framewo¡k aluminosilicates with tetragonal symmetry and a

widespread geological occunence.t6tl They can be regarded as a solid solution

between marialite (Ma), NaoAlrSieOroCl, and meionite (Me), CaoAloSioOrCC)r.tr.tttc,zt

Another k¡own end-me¡nbe¡ is Ca4A]óSi6OãSO4.ló.31r6.4) In this thesis on_ly the

scapolites within the Ma-Me solid solution series are sfudied. At compositions

between these two end members scapolite is structurally complex. The general

formula is established as MoT,rOr'dt6 51 whe¡e M = Na*, Ca2*, K* or Mg2*, T =

Si4*, Al3*, Fe3* , and A = Cl-, CO32' or SOo2' anions plus OH-,ró 1r

The main substitution is believed to be Na+ + Sia+ *, Ca2* + Al3* across the

series. Shaw et al. t6u used percentage of meionite, VoMe = 100.Ca/(Na+Ca), as

the chemical index to indicate the chemical compositions of scapolites.t6 uto el

Between 0 and 75Vo meionite, the substitution is between CarAlrCO, and NarSlCl,

but f¡om 75Vo to l00Vo Me, it onìy involves CaAl and Nasi.ló.?l Ambiguities arise

when only Me content is used as a composition index. At high Me content there is
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AJ deficiency, which means that the measured Al/si ratio is smaller than that

calculated from the theoretical solid solution. AJso, the ¡ole of the hydrogens,

present in scapolites, is not clear in the structure, as to whether they are present as

(or in) cations, anions or molecules. Therefore, the calculation of Me content is not

reliable. The problem is fu¡ther complicated by the fact that samples with similar

composition but diffe¡ent conditions of formation, may have structural diffe¡ences,

samples from the same Iocality also showed up to 40va difference in AI/Si ratio

when analyzed by separate groups. For example, sample MONT from pianura,

Monte Somma Vesuvius, has been analyzed by many groups. The Al/Si ¡atio of one

sample worked on by Scherillo is 1.48 t6 8) while the Ai/Si ratio of another sample

from the same locality analyzed by Evans et al. is 1.09.t6.21 The same thing happens

with sample ON8.tó ell6 hl For our study here, the samples are from the McMaster

University and they have been carefully prepared and anaþed.

In terms of crystal structure, scapolites are interesting because of the presence

of five-membered rings (F19. 6.2). The "unstable At-O-Al linkage', t6i1 will form in

scapolites with compositions greater than 37 .5Vo Me and it is found that this ',Al-

lin-kage avoidance rule" is not the main facto¡ to determine the crystal chemistry of

scapolites. AIso the unusual structural aspects, such as disordering of Al/Si

f¡amewo¡k and carbonate group in the voids and its effects on the crystal slrnmetry,

has att¡acted the attention of many researchers.

Many techniques have been applied to analyze the scapolite minerals,

including X-ray diffraction, wet chemistry, infrared spectroscopy, electron microprobe,
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isotope compositionló r0l ion probe analysist6 rrl, high-resorution transmission-electron

microprobel6 l2l, electron paramagnetic resonance @fR¡tu.trt, MAS NMRrrlat. Each

technique has its own advantage and each provides complementary pieces of

information. NMR can be used to observe directly the ordering of the Al/si

framewo¡k catíons, alkali cations and anions.

The former NMR study by Sherriff et. al is based the fitting of some 2esi MAS

NMR and an ordering model has been established based mainly on this.t6 l4r As the

¡esolution of MAS NMR of 23Na and 'Al is low fo¡ scapolites, these spectra did not

supply much additional info¡mation. In this study the new technique of DoR NMR

is used to restudy 23Na and 'AI. AIso the proton contents of ten samples are

analyzed and lH NMR spectra obtained.

6,z.THE CRYSTAI STRUCTURE OF SCAPOLITE

The first structure models of scapolite were reported by pauling in 1930.16.151

In the mid-1960's the strucrures of a Na-rich (r9.4vo meiorttte) and a ca-nch (70.1%

meionite) scapolite were ¡efined in the space group of I4/m by papike et al.t6.r6ltó.r71

The space group of scapolite is a function of composition. In the early 1970's, Lin

and Burley reported three additional structural ¡efinements (213voMe,52vo Me and

93Vo Me) using the space g'oup of p4r¡',,rc rane :et Ulbrich also used this space group

for a 93Vo Me scapolite .t6:ol
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In these space groups there are three tetrahedral sites (T,, T2, T3) among

which Si and AI may be distributed. Each T cation is sur¡ounded by four atoms of

orygen in tetrahedral coo¡dination. The tetrahedral sites form t'wo kinds of four-

membered rings perpendicular to the c-axis: one only contain T, tetrahedra and the

other alternating T, and T, sites. The four-membered rings also form two distinct

types of oval-shaped channels parallel to the c-axis: the first of which contains either

Na+ or Ca2+ cations while the second contains the anions, such as CO32-, Cl (Fig. 6.

1.). Viewed along the a-axis, a five-membered ring consisting of wo Tr, two T, and

one T, tetrahedra is presented (Fig. 6. 2). "t-he T, and T3 sites are geometrically

identical in the I4/m space group and their positions are slight different in thep4rfn

space group. F¡om the view point of NMR environments, they are also magnetically

equivalent.

Theoretically, the end-member, meionite, contains 507o Al and 50% Si atoms.

Half of the five-membered rings must contain three Al and two Si tetrahedra, and

half contain two Ai and three Si tetrahedra. In the former case, one orygen must

connect two AI atoms and form an "AI-O-AI" linlage, which breaks l-owenstein's

rule.ró2rr Actually, the Al-O-Al linkage is inevitable when [AI]/([Alj + tsi]) >

< l1a 16.221

AI-Si ordering structure of the whole series have been presented by Lin and

Burleyló rt. Their models are mainly hferred f¡om the Si-O bond lengths of T,,T,

and T, sites of single crystal X-ray diffraction ¡efinement. According to their models,

Al-Si has perfect ordering at 37 Vo Me content. The Si/Al ¡atio is 2 : 1 and Al are
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Fig. 6. 1. The structure of scapolite viewed along c-a:ds.tó ral
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Fíg. 6. Z. The structure of scapolite viewed along a-axis.t6 r1l
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onl-yinT 2 sites while T, and T3 sites contain only Si. \ilith smaller Me content

(<377o Me), Tr contains only Si, while Ai and Si are disordered between T, and Tr.

When Me content is higher than 37Vo, N and Si a¡e randomly distributed in all these

T sites. For the end-member meionite, there are equal amount of Al and Si in ail

these th¡ee T sites.

6,3. E)GERIMENTAL

6. 3. 1.. Powder X-ray Diffraction Analysis

A series of powdered scapolite samples with compositions between 2L.3Vo and

9l.0Vo Me, covering the entire range of naturally occurring compositions, were used

for this study (Table 6. 1). As scapolite is very difficult to separate from associated

minerals, such as quartz, calcite, nepheline, alkali feldspar and plagioclass,ló rl powder

X-ray diffraction was done to check the purity of the samples. A SIEMENS

Automated Powder Diffractometer System D5000, which is capable of filtering out

the Cu Ka2 line, line was used for the analysis ( Ka, ). = 1.5406 Á.). A slow scan of

0.02' per second in the 20 range of 20 to 29o was used with a generator setting of

40 kV and 35 mA. The 20 scan range was chosen to just cover the non-overlapping

strong reflection peaks of nepheline, scapolite, feldspar, sodalite and NaCl in order

to have good enough resolution to identi$ them, The results were compared with

the published powder patterns of these minerals.

6. 3. 2, Water Content Measurement
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Table 6. 1.

Scapolite samples used for NMR en¡lysist6 ral

SamPl e# ftleionf te Rock Type Loca I i ty

oN8 2t.3

TANZ 29.5

oN7 33. 3

GL 34. ¡

oN70 39.5

cA63A 44.5

r{AD 45.2

Q26 48.2

Ql3 5¡.3

tl l N 56.8

oN27 59. 3

Q85 65 -2

80LT 69.5

oN47 19-6

hoNr 9t.0

in€rb ì e

syenlte pegrìåt f te Gooderham, Glarrc'rgan Twp. Ont. .

hbl.px.gr€nuì fte tforongoro. Tanzal¡a.

calc€rèous gñeiss l.lonmoutn Tr,rp, Ontar¡o.

Glb Lake. Pontiac Twp, Ontêrio

HÞ9lapwê, Tanzân i ê.

Pegm€t I t i c skarn Gr¿ nd Cê I umet T\.lp. , euebec .

Pegmêtitic skêrn

Px. gneiss

Skê rn

tl€dêgascar.

Clêphem Twp, Quebec

Huddersf i e ld Ïwp.,Onta. io

Minden. Ootêr iô-

Pegrn€titic skarn Olmsteadvi ìle, New york, U.S.A .

Peg.n€titic skern HuddersÊield T\./p., euebec

MêrtJle pegro€tite Eolton. íass., U.S.A.

Cälc.si ¡icôte schist Slyudy€ñkô, Siberia, U.S.S-R .

Vlrgs io limestone l.louñt Vesuvius, Naples, ltaly ..

' Oonated by 0- H. Shaw, tfcf{aster University.
Chemicôl ênê¡yses frofiÌ Evêns et ê¡. 1969.

Locêl¡ties from Shaw I96Oe

" Donêtecj tly D Hoecher. University of micnigan.

Anêlyses from O lloecher (persona¡ coÍvtìun¡cêtíon)
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The water content of scapolite samples were measured with the Mitsubishi

moisturemete¡ Model cA-0ó. About 100 mg of powder samples, contained in an

open tube, were placed in an oven at 2t0" c for two days to drive off the surface

water. During the measurements, the sample is heated in a furnace at 900"c so that

wate¡ and hydroryl could be driven out in less than 30 minutes. The water from the

sample reacts with iodine which is generated electrolytically:

12 + SO2 * H2O.---r 2HI + SO,

By measuring the electricity consumed in the reaction, the amount of iodine

generated is known and the¡efore the water ¡eleased f¡om the sample can be

calculated.

water background was measured and caribrated between each th¡ee

measurements. A standard sample was checked befo¡e and after all measurements,

which showed the precision of the water measurement to be better thzn s%o (Table

6.2).

6. 3. 3. NMR experiments

MAS spectra were acquired for ¡Na and 'Al for a the sampres at both the

magnetic fields of 8.4 T and 11.7 T. The delay between pulses was 0.5 s and pulse

lengths were 1 ps. Three thousand FID's were acquired for MAS experiments and

the rotor spinning speeds were all about 7 kHz. ,Na and ,AI DoR spectra were

acquired at 8.4 T for all the samples rvith outer rotor spinning speeds of 700 rlz and

800 Hz. The synchronization pulse technique was used to remove the odd numbe¡

spinning sidebands (see chapter Three). The circuit delays for 7N Hz and g00 Hz



Table 6, 2, Proton weight percentages in scapolites.

checking with standard samples, the accuracy of wate¡ measurements is found to be

abottt SVo. In terms of proton weight concentration, the er¡or is smaller than

0.002Vo.

sample MeVo sample
weight (mg)

water weight
(ue)

proton
weight (ug)

proton weight
concentration

(t00Vo)

TANZ 29.5 50.2 72.2 8.0 0.016

oN7 33.3 97 _9 309;7 34.4 0.035

GL 34.1 93.0 328.9 36.5 0.039

oN70 39.5 93.6 98.9 11.0 0.012

CA63A 44.5 98.6 192.8 21.4 0.022

MAD 45.2 80.0 t1,4,1 12.7 0.016

QZ6 48.2 92.8 206.8 23.0 0.025

Q13 51,3 97.5 220,7 24.5 0.025

MIN 56.8 98.0 177.6 19.7 0.020

oN47 79.6 94.7 243.4 27.0 0.029
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\¿tere47 ps and 40 ps, respectively. The delay between pulses was L s and the pulse

lengths were 2 ps. About five hundred FID,s were accumulated for each DOR

experiment. æNa DOR NMR spectra we¡e collected fo¡ twelve of the samples. ,Al

DoR NMR spectra \ryere ¡eco¡ded for thirteen of the samples. The chemical shifts

of BNa we¡e measured with reference to 1 M aqueous solution of NaCl, and those

of 'AI, with ¡eference to [Al(HrO)13+ in a L M aqueous solution of AlCi .

tH NMR spectra'rvere measured on all the samples using a liquid NMR probe

and varying the temperature from 375 K fo 245 K. The spectrum of an empty rotor

was measured and later subtracted from the rH spectra of scapolites to remove the

background signal. The peaks were measured rvith ¡eference to tetramethylsilane

(rMS).

Peaks were fitted to the 27Ai DOR NMR spectra using a least-squa¡e iterative

curve-fitting program "MDcoN" written for the combination of Lorentzian and

Gaussian line shapes on the Bruker AMx500 spectrometer. The width of the peaks

at half height (PWHH) was not const¡ained by the program. peak fitting was also

done using the prograrn "NMR286" on a 486 PC with constrained and unconstrained

PWHH. In a fitting procedure with unconstrained PWHH, the estimated numbe¡ of

peaks, peak positions and PWHH are input as a starting point. I:ter the number

of peals, peak positions, peak intensities and PWHH are optimised by the program.

Fo¡ a constrained PWHH fitting procedure, PWHH is set at a certain value fo¡ aÌl

the peak and the lineshape of each peak is chosen as l-o¡entzian.
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6. 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Powder X-ray diffraction results showed that samples ON7, TANZ, ON70,

MAD, CA63A" Q13, ON27 were pure; GL contains a significant amount of albite;

Q26, MONT, ON8 and MIN have a small amount of albite; ON47 has an impurity

which has not been identified; MIN and ON8 contain solid NaCt.

The aNa spectra are shown in Fig. 6. 3. and Fig. 6. 4. and the results are listed

in Table 6' 3. F¡om Fig. 6. 3, it can be seen that the DoR NMR spectral resolution

is much higher than that of the MAS experiment ând the peak widths of DOR

spectra a¡e reduced by a factor of three to four.

There is onJy one 4Na DOR peak in the spectrâ of all the samples of

scapolites. It is at about -20 ppm with a peak width of about 750 Hz. Sample GL

(34.1,Vo Me) has a second narrow peak at -28 ppm, which is considered to be ãNa in

the albite impurity in the sample. The broad rvidth of the peak could be caused by

the disordering of Al/si tetrahedra in the T sites, which are close to the Na cations.

A similar effect has been observed in the analcime-pollucite mineral series.t6.ur

The 23Na MAS NMR spectra at two magnetic field strengths have similar

lineshapes and widths except for sample oN8, which has the highest Na content and

a narrower peak. Assuming that there is only one Na crystallographic site in the

structure, the quadrupolar parameter QCC (Co(l+ r7, /3)tÌ2) was calculated through

the difference of the centre of gravity of the tsNa MAS NMR peala at the two

magnetic field strengths (Table 6. 4), using the method described for tugtupite in
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Fig. 6. 3. Comparison of 23Na MAS and DOR NMR spectra of scapolite.
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Fig. 6. 4. 'Na DOR NMR spectra of scapolites.
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Table 6. 3. Comparison of 23Na MAS and DOR peak Widrh at Half Height.

sample MeVo DOR (8.4 T): Hz MAS (8.4 T): Hz MAS (11.7 T): Hz

On8 2t.3 830 7730 1290

TANZ 29.5 750 1950 1370

On7 JJ.J 740 1940 1410

GL 34.1 710 t920 r430

CA63A 44.5 860 2000 1460

Q26 48.2 860 1930 1440

Q13 51.3 740 r790 1400

Min 56.8 780 1970 1450

On47 79.6 640 1940 i400
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Table 6. 4. tsNa MAS and DOR Peak positions.

The difference (aôo) of æNa peak positions in AMX500 and AMX360 is expressed
as:

dõo = 1,32s"¿,t, *, = L32I<QCC)2

lìô:*" = ,l trå

sample MeVo DOR (8.4T)
pÞm

MAS (8.4 T)
ppm

MAS (11.7T)
DDIn

QCC (MHz)

On8 zL.3 -19,9 -19.8 -13.7 2.1

TANZ 29.5 -2r.4 -21,3 -14.2 2,3

On7 JJ.J -21,.5 -21,.4 -t4.4 2.3

GL 34.1 -21.7 -20.6 -14.6 2.1,

CA63A 44.5 -27.5 -2t.9 -14.7 2,3

Q26 48.2 -20.5 -20.3 -r4.1. 2.2

Q13 51.3 -21..2 -20.4 -t4,6 2.1

MIN 56.8 -20.6 -2r.0 -14.5 2.2

On47 79.6 -79.3 -20.3 -1,4.6 2.7
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Chapter Four. The QCC value of 2.2 + 0.1 MHz means that there is a large electric

field gradient at the Na nucleus, that the Na+ cation is in a distorted environment

and that the site symmetry does not appear to change substantially through the

scapolite se¡ies. This agrees with the changes in symmetry of the Na site shom by

bondlengths and bond-angles from X-ray diff¡action (Fig. 6. 5).16.14r

Sample ON47 (79.6Vo Me) has a chlorine content of less tha¡ O.LVo, therefore,

there could not be any Cl- anions connected to Na+ cations and Na+ must be

adjacent to a carbonate group. As the peak position and linewidth of 23Na in ON47

are not significantly different from those for the other samples, the¡e could be two

possibilities : first, Na+ cations are only connected to carbonate groups and Cl-

anions are bonded to Ca2* cations or bonded to lH in HCO, groups t6.231. second, the

peak position and linewidth of Na are not sensitive to the substitution of cor2- for

Cl' anions. At the present time it is not possible to decide between these

alte¡natives.

There is another distinct peak for 23Na MAS and DOR spectra of sample ONg

and MIN. The position is 7.0 ppm. From the chemical shift, linewidth and the

difference of observed chemical shifts in two magnetic fields (8.43 T and 11.7 T), it

is found to be Nacl solid. The thin section of the two samples have been checked

carefully under a microscope. No inclusions o¡ small cubic crystals of Nacl are

observed. It could be that there are Nacl structures within the voids of scapolite or

some sort of sample contamination.

The ¡esolution is much higher for ,Al DOR spectra than from MAS NMR
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spectroscopy (Fig. 6. 6)t6 111 with two ove¡lapping peaks resolved for eleven of the

samples (Fig. 6. 7). As the DOR experiment averages the anisotropies of chemical

shift, dipole-dipole and quadrupolar interactions to second-order, in the central band

the remaining line broadening of the peaks are mainJy due to the chemical shift

distribution.

As mentioned before, T2 and T, sites are magnetically equivalent and will give

a single peak in NMR spectra. In the following discussion T, is used to ¡efer to

both of the sites.

Al tetrahedra in T, sites have two possible environments: Al(4Si) and Al(3Si

1Al), which means the next nearest tetrahedra are four Si and three Si one Al,

respectively. For example, in sample ON7 (33.3Vo Me), according to the SiO bond

lengths from X-ray diffraction data, T, is mainly occupied by Al atoms, while T, and

T, are full of Si atoms. Each T, site is connected to three Tr, and one T, sites (Fig.

6. l, 6.2). There should be mainJy TrAl(4SÐ sites. However, as there is some Al

substitution into T, sites, there should be some nÆ(3si 1Al) sites. AI(2Si 2Al) site

is energetically unfavourable because it will fo¡m Al-o-Al bonds, which is against

I-owenstein's I¿w.16'211 Also the¡e is a deficiency of AI content (smaller AI/Si ratio

with respect to Me content) which further reduces the possibility of forrning such

kind of sites.l6rl For high Me content, such as MONT (91.3Vo Me), there might be

Al(2si 2Al) or even Al(lsi 3Al) sites, but their intensities will probably be too weak

to be observed. Therefore, only four magnetically non-equivalent Al sites are likely

to be observed in the scapolite mineral serìes.
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Fig. 6. 6. Comparison of '?741 MAS and DOR NMR spectra of scapoite.
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Fig. 6. 7. t,Al DOR NMR spectra of scapolites.
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With four Si tetrahedra as next rearest neighbours, Æ(aSi) is in a mo¡e

symmetrical environment than that of Al(3si lAJ) and thus is likely to have a smaller

electric field gradient. The quadrupolar coupling constant ofthe Al(4si) site should

be smaller than that of the Al(3si lA-t) site. Assuming At(4si) and AI(3Si 1A1) sites

have similar isotropic chemical shifts, the negative quadrupolar shifts will move the

observed position of the Al(3si 1Al) site ro a less shielded field (low field) than that

of the Al(4Si) site.

Peak fitting was done using both ',MDCON,, and ',NMR286,,for all the zAI

DoR spectra with unconstrained PWHH. The results are similar. For all the 2?Al

DOR spectra of scapolites except ON4Z (79.6Vo M,e) and MONT (9l.3Vo Me), two

peak were resolved: one has a PWHH of about 500 Hz and the position around 56

ppm while the other one has a PWHH from 1200 Hz to 1500 Hz and the position

of 49 ppm (Table 6. 5). As the Me contert increases, the intensity of the broad peak

inc¡eases until the two peak collapse to be one symmetrical peak at 79.6vo and

9L0Vo Me and the peak position of 54 ppm is the average of the two.

X-ray results indicate that in a low Me content sample, such as ONg, there

should be no Aì in the T, site. The single narrow ,Al peak of ONg at 5ó ppm must

be assigned to Tr Al(4si). Thus, the nanow'Alpeak in aü the DoR NMR spectra

is due to T', AI(4sÐ. The broader peak is conside¡ed to be the overlapping of three

peaks : Al(3Si lAl) site of T", Al(4Si) and At(3Si 1Al) sites of T,. In order to

investigate the above hypothesis, further fittings with constrained pwHH using the

"NMR286" program were performed for all the ,Al DOR spectra. As in the
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Table 6. 5. 27Al DOR NMR fitting ¡esults with unconstrained PWHH.

sample MeVo Position (ppm) Width (Hz) Relative Intensity

1 2 I 2 1 )

On8 21.3 55.7 50.9 470 860 0.6 0.4

TANZ 29.5 55.5 48.3 450 1270 0.4 0.6

Orfl J.',.' 55.1 47.7 470 7420 0.4 0,6

GL 34.1 56.6 48.8 400 1110 0.5 0.5

On70 39.5 56.0 48.9 520 1300 0.3 0,7

CA63A 44.5 55.5 48.6 460 1330 0.3 0.7

Q26 48.2 55.2 49.1 550 1300 0.3 0.7

Q13 51.3 55.2 48.9 530 1240 0.3 0.7

MIN 56.8 54.9 48.9 580 tt70 0.3 0.7

Oí27 59.3 54.8 48.2 700 1040 0,4 0.6
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unconstrained fittings mentioned above the¡e is a nar¡ow peak of 500 Hz assigned

to be Al(4si) ac¡oss the whole scapolite series; the pwHH was fixed at 500 Hz fo¡

all the fou¡ peak in the central bands of the DoR spectra. The results are listed

in Table 6. 6. As the 'Al relative peak interuities depend on othe¡ factors besides

the site occupancy ratio, such as the size of co (chapter Five) and rotor spinning

speed,tó u) these fittings give qualitative results, which will elucidate some of the Al/Si

framework disordering structure.

As the T, site is quite different from T4, peak one (57 ppm) and two (51

ppm) are assigned as AI(aSi) and At(3Si 1Al) of Trr, and peak three (42ppm) and

four (33 ppm) for Al(4si) and At(3si 1At) of r,, respective. with the inc¡emenr of

Me content, mo¡e Al goes into T, sites and the relative areas of r, sites increase

from357o (TANZ, 29,5VoMe) ro 45% (MIN, 56.8%M,e). This increasing trend of

AI in T, sites agrees with the X-ray diffraction results.

In a unit cell of scapolite, there are twelve T,, six T, and six T, tetrahedra.

In the end-member meionite there are equal amounts of si and Al tetrahedra and

Al is evenly distributed among T,, T, and T, sites. Thus, as the Me content

approaches 100v0, the Al peak of r, and rr. should have equal intensities, They will

form one symmetrical peak with the peak position at the average of the two. This

happens in the 'Ar DoR NMR of sampre oN47 and MoNT. Another possibre

explanation is that oN47 and MONT have diffe¡ent structures from the othe¡

scapolites. As we study the DoR spectra of these samples, it ís found that there are

three diffe¡ent kinds of lineshapes: the first one is oNg, which has a symmetrical
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Table 6. 6. Fitthg results of uAl DoR spectra of scapolites with constrained pwHH

of 500 Hz.

sample lvIE Vo peak positions (ppm) relative intensity

7 2 4 1 a J 4

oN8 23.r 58 52 44 0.43 0.37 0.20

58 53 48 0.40 0.38 0.22

TANZ 29.5 57 52 +J 34 0.38 0.27 0.19 0.16

57 50 42 33 0.36 0.25 0.20 0.19

oN7 JJ.J 56 50 4l 32 0.37 0.245 0.20 0.185

oN70 39.5 57 50 42 34 0.31 0.25 0.24 0.20

CA63A 44.5 56 50 41 31 0.35 0.25 0.22 0.18

Q26 48.2 58 52 46 38 0.29 0.28 0.23 0.20

Q13 51.3 57 51 43 35 0.30 0.27 0.24 0.19

57 50 4l 3L 0.30 0.28 0.24 0.18

MIN 56.8 58 51 44 35 0.28 0.27 0.25 0.20

59 52 45 3t 0.29 0.27 0.24 0.20

oN27 59.3 58 51 44 37 0.29 0.30 0.23 0. i8
oN47 79.6 67 55 50 44 0.22 0.31 0.27 0.20

67 55 50 44 0.20 0.31 0.28 0.21,

MONT 91.3 60 53 44 28 0.30 0.32 0,22 0.16

63 57 51 44 0.23 0.32 0.27 0.17
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peak around 57 ppm with a very small shoulder at the low field end (pwHH = 600

Hz); the next one is from Tanz to oN27, where all the ,Al DoR spectra consist of

two overlapping peak, one broad and the other nanow; the third one is the DoR

spectra of oN47 and MONT, which has a symmetrical broad peak (pwHH = 1100

Hz) around 55 ppm. It is more clear to see this from Table 6. 6. This distribution

corresponds to the diffe¡ences in the 2esi MAs NMR spectra obtained by sher¡iff.r'¡

Another interesting thing is that Al starts to go into T, tetrahedra at the Me

content of 23.1vo. This ¡esult is against the ordering model of Lin and Burley.to.rel

According to their model, there is no Al in T, sites until after 37.Svo Me content and

at37.5vo Me content the AI/si framework is most ordered. As si and AI atoms have

similar X-ray diffraction scattering factors, it is difficult to detect a small amount of

Al, Neutron diffraction data is needed to check our DOR NMR ¡esults.

The water contents often scapolite sampres are listed in Tabre 6. 2. rH solid

state NMR showed that there was a small peak at around 7 ppm superimposed on

a broad bæe line peak for all the samples. If there are mobile water molecules in

scapolite, they would give a strong narrow signal similar to the one seen in the

zeolite chabasite.ló ãl Therefore the proton could be in the form of HCl, HCor,

(oH)' or HSo4-. As the states of protons and thei¡ rores in charge balance are

crucial in crystal chemistry calculations, such as bond valence calculations, rH MAS

or even tH CRAMPS experiments are recommended to clariff this.

The Al/Si ordering model of Lin and Burley t6.21 needs to be revised in the

light of this new data. However, the NMR data are insufficient to establish a new



model and further experiments, neutron diffraction data and even higher resolution

NMR data a¡e needed.

6.5. CONCLUSION

The new NMR technique, DOR, is used to study the Al/Si framewo¡k and Na

cation ordering problem in scapolites. Different ways of fitting peaks to the spectra

have been done to investigate the possible explanations. The new data do not agree

with the ordering model from single crystal X-ray diffraction. Al is believed to

substitute into T, sites with Me content higher than 29vo. The perfect ordering

model at 37.5vo onLin et al. (1973) needs revising. New data on proton contents are

obtained. Furthe¡ experimentar data a¡e required to erucidate this chalrenging

problem,
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